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Noted Orator and Temperance Workerliklivered Another
0.. Interesting LectureLast Night at the Broadway
, 
• 
-Methodist Chura-,--rigider* a Large
and Very Appreciative Audience
N% As predicted the 1111111C 11,C
autliciice at. broidaituy 'Methodist
church hies night made it necessary
to throw open the • folding doors
of the Sunday *died rein'to
the people to b seated.'" Long be-
fore the hour for i.1iing the vast
crowd repre•enting every class. and
occupation, trio:all pouring in.
The ipeeiter waa. istrodswed by Dr.
Bolling in hir Usual felkitous vein
in which he spoke of his long and
intimate acquaintance with the col-
onel aiid oi his pure and unsullied life
through all theae years.
Col. Bain on taking the floes made
a graceful reply to the introdoction
aaii then entered at once on the sub
ject before him. ,
lie began by •peaking of enomity
• of the liquor ,traffic and !Laid it eas
•difficult for the average maid to real-
ise bow far the liquor question over-
reached all other questions of public
interest In support of this state-
ment statiitics show that i all the
gold and salver in the United State'
• viould not pay the drink bill five
years.
For every dollar paid to the church ' IS FINED Sio,000.
to affiance she religion of Christ,
eight dollars was paid to a btssleess1 Olielar Of Pool-Room Property in
that opposed Amery religious principleti Minaport MustPay Big Sum.
and es cry religious movement
He exposed the fallacy oi the be Cincinnati, O. April tg.—George
lief that saloon. help the business a, Hubtr• indicted on a charge of leas-
the town and said if the saloon, were ine his property for poolroom pur-
cloied the money paid to saloons now I PnYe.' was found guilty in the di-
would then be converted to nthet!t 
tent court at Newport yesterday and
channvli, lie cited the city of
 Johtut..1fined Sto.000 Last November Huber
burg. Vermont, iii which there have was 
tried and convicted on a similar
been no saloons
 for forty year. and , charge, and fined Soso. and his attor-
neys made the plea yesterday thatMid more laboring men own their:the former conviction was a bar to
this present prosecution. The plea
was overruled by Judge Berry. The
Rfv. Robert B. Nelson, of the New-Maine has had state prohibition for port Episcopal church. wa• one ofthat) 'lie eears. When addressag tes star witnesses for the state
Sunday schools in that state he had
been in the habit of asking sU chil-
dren who ever saw a drunken mai). ROOSEVELT POWER GREATER
to raise their hand.. and only on
rare instances would a hand be raised., German Savant Says He is More Aro
Once two hands were raised and on bitrary Than Wilhelm.
asking where they saw him the repli
tto•ton." tie add (unlit?' ' PrI: IR —Great as the
that while in such states as New power of the emperor of Germany is,
York, Ohio and Indiana. the average Theodore Roosevelt is actually more
arbitrary as president of the Unitedamount (4 money in saiings for every
man, woman and chld was found to States, according to Professor
ifbe eight, ten and twelve dollari oetzsch, of Posen academy, Ger-
many. speaising before Univenritytits prighibition state of Manic the
Chicago stodente at Mandel hall yes-
of
average runs in the savings banks
terday afternoon on 'The Conetitu-for every man, woman and child is
lion of the German Empire Com-
pared With That of the United 9tates
of America" Emperor Wilhelm, the
German professor asserted, whne
bearing the proud title of emperor of
Germany, is second to President
Roosevelt, so far as control over die
eovernmene of the contery is con-
cerned.
useless to enact hies in advance of
public sentiment. If thie were true
the ten commandments would have
been a long time in coming. Public
sentiment is largely a matter of edu-
cation, but principles of right and
wrong are eternal and are the mine
in all places and at all times, and
ii public sentiment is not in harmony
with these principlea it is every one's
duty to strive to elevate the senti-
ment of the public to the right plane.
A doubting public sentiment would
have asserted that David could have
stood no chance in an encounter with
Goliath. No cause has ever been
won by a lack of faith. It is faith,
courage, determination and constant
diligence that overcomes all things.
No one who heard Col. Bain last
evening will soon forget hie words,
which made a deep impreiiion upon
everyone present. Only words of
approbation were heard on every
hand as the immense throng passed
out of theicharch The evening will
long be remembered as one of the
great event, in the life of Paducah
homes here in proportion to its size,
which is oboist as large as l'aducah,
than in any other city in the world.
OD •IMM/11/
Woo.
Joe Hee. the ex-prizefighter, once
went to hear the treat temperance
evangelist, Mr FUndick. prepared
with eggs to break up the meetim.
Seated with his comrades in the back
part of the boll ready to begin the
battle It the first apparent occasion,
After listening a whie to the earnest
words of the speaker, Hess broke
down and with hs companions went SUES
home. The next morning he sent for
Ur.fisiedick to come to see him. As
a result Mr. Hess became a con- 'Louisville, April 18.—Suit has been
filed vetted man and later a preacher ofled in the United States court at
the gospel.
Col. iBain met him one night at
TO TEST THE
TWO-CENT FARE LAW.
Indianapolis by Anna M. Boyle, of
Louisville, a stockholder in the Cory-
don Branch railroad, in which sheRochester. N. when he was called
on for a speech after Mr. Bahl had , seeks to test the two-cent fare law
recently passed by the Indiana legis-finished his address, Mr. Hess arose 
!attire, end now effective. In herand taking a notebook from Ws
pocket began to read the sums he
bed paid for furniture and, carpets
and groceries and clothing for hia
family since his conversion, saying
that before his conversion his wife
supported the family while his own
money w as Yell( to saloons
This question is not a question of
money alone. It is a question of
humanity. At the time of the great
theatre diatster-in Chicago, when slit
hundred lives were destroyed by fire
society wee paralyzed by the shock,
...put what if in three days a similar
disaster had occurrear in Cleveland
and eight huttdred lives had been hint,
in, three days more a similar disaster
lad occurred in Pittsburg and an-
-other eight hundred lives were sacri-
f fked, and so on, every three days
eight handred lives lost in a theatre
-disaster, how long would this be al-.
lowed? How long before every
theatre would have its doors closed,
and yet this is exactly what is taking
place all the while. An average of
eight hundred tragic deaths occur
every three. days in this country as drawn after the first ballot and thatthe result of the liquor business. ' Mrs. McLean will be made preeident-People sometimes: urge that it is general by acclamation.,
suit she alleges that the road would
be unable to exist if compelled to
charge a maximum rate of but two
cents for passengers.
She says that the road has already
defanited on its bonds and that it has
a surplus of but $6,000 atter operat-
ing for nineteen years. The Corydon
branch road runs from the southern
junction to Corydon, the old capital
of the state.
DAUGHTERS OF REVOLUTION.
Mrs. Donald McLean to Be Re-
Elected President-General.
FINED AND DISFRANCHISED.
Negro Voter in Local Option Elec-
tion at Mt. Sterling is Found
Guilty of Accepting Bribe.
Sieriin& Ky, April 18.—In
the circuit court here Tom Kidd, col-
ored, was fined $5o and disfranchised
for accepting a bribe at the local op-
tion election last fall. This is the
first conviction ever made here under
the bribery law, and was a hard blow
to the whisky men, who were back
of Kidd's defense.
Washington, April r8.—That Mrs.
Donald McLean, of New York, will
be re-elected president of the Daugh-
ters of the American Revolution by
the continental congress today, her
friends claim, is practically assured.
The opposition forces will either
center on Mrs. Walter Harvey Wee
of Montana or Mrs. Charles Lippe-
of this city. The "insurgents" admit
that all opposition may be with-
PATROLMEN FREE.
Are Acquittedof Killing Diespellite
Negro.
•
Lexington. Ky., April u.—Upon
the recommendation of County Attor-
ney George R. Hunt, who stated that
in his opinion it was a dear case of
self-defense, the two policemen,
Owen O'Neill and Edward Fincher,
at their preliminary trial, were ac-
quitted of the charge of killing Jim
Hughes, a desperate negro, in a raid
no a crap game in the rear of A.
Woods' saloon at Goodloe and War-
nock streets last Sunday afternoon
ATEMPT TO KILL PREACHER.
Charge of Dynamite Exploded Under
Entrance to Parsonage.
Ilazletoe, Pa , April 18.—At at-
tempt wa.• made early today to kill
the Rev. Matthew Ankola, pastor of
St. Joseph's Slavonic church, in this
city. A heavy charge of dynamite
was exploded ureter the entrance to
the parsonei*It tore out a portion
of the por attered all the win-
dow* in the house and splintered the
front door. •
There have been factional troubles
in the church for some time One
faction has asked for the remoial of
the pastor, but without success. Sev-
eral weeks ago Father Anisola re-
ceived a letter from the "Black
Hand" threatening him with death
mile*, lie left the city. He asserts
that the dynamiting is the work of




Lexington. Teno , April mg —D. I.
Reeves & Co.. of Darden. in this
county, dealers in general merchan-
dise, have made a general assignment
naming L. T. Moore as trustee. The
liabilities are estimated to be about
$3,100 and the assets Soso. The as-
sigmeert was made for the benefit nf
creditors This is the seventh firm
that has failed in Heriderson county
in the last six months. In almost
every instance these failures have
been due to crop failure, and slow
collections.
COLLIDED WITH CAR.
Swiftly Moving Animal Slid on Bitu-
lithic and Broke Window Pane.
_ —
VOL. XXIII. NUMBER 308..
FINE TALK BY 1FARMERS FORM DRAWING BRIEF
TALENTED WOMAN! THEIR UNION IN AREN1 CASE
A crash between a street car and
E. P. Gilson's delivery wagon oc-
curred yesterday afternoon late at
Sixth and Jefferson streets, when the
horse trimmed its head through a
glees window of the car and caused
a little excitement for the time being.
The driver of the horse was dash-
ing out Jefferson street so fast that
when the car here in sight he could
riot bring the ananal to a standstill.
He reined in, but the momentum of
the horse's speed was so great the
beast could not -stop, but slid along
until his bead crashed through the
window pane.
Fortunately ro one was hurt, but
the horse's head was cut slightly.
BIG JEWELRY STORE
BURIED UNDER BRICKS.
Three-story Building Collapses at
Lexington.





Lexington, Ky. April 18—Under-
mined by excavations on the site of
the building formerly occupied by the
Kid China company, the rear and east
walls of the three-story brick build-
ing at 227 West Wain street, occupied
by King & Meteger. jewelers, col-
lapsed this evening at 5:50 o'clock,
burying many thousand dollars'
worth of jewelry. beneath ton; of de-
bris.
iBut a few moments before the
cavein occurred the occupants of
the building, being warned that the
walls were crumbling, had vacated
the premises after hurriedly piling
watches, jewels and other valuables
into the two big safes in the rear of
the store. The second floor was oc-
cupied by Dr. J. H. Wood, dentist,
and J. W. Palmer, photographer, both
of whom removed their most valu-
able' furnishings before the -accident
occurred. The third floor was used
as alodge room by the negro K. of
Pi's here.
THE MATINEE MUSICAL 'CLUB
GIVES CONCRT NEXT TUES-
DAY EVENING.
Delegation of Paducah Insurance
Men Left for Evansville to
Attend Big Banquet.
Mrsliferbert W. Mengel, chairman
of the educational conunittee of the
Kentucky Federation of Woman's
clubs, was greeted with a fine audi-
ence 4t Grace chinch parish house
yestenhy afternoon and if the atten-
tion given a speaker is a measure of
appreciation, the lady was highly ap-
preciated.
Mrs. Mengel is a remarkably well
infoiened woman and expresses her-
self with exceptional clearness. She
has giver her subject, "The Improve-
ment of Our „Bublic Sao-0167,o great
deal of study and is admire* forti-
fied with data in support of her
statements.
She gave an exceedLly interest-
ing account of the work doue in other
states and le many cities towards
establishing better conditions for the
children of the public schools, mak-
ing special mention ,of the changes
effected in the sta:e of North Caro-
AND AFFILIATED LAST NIGHT
WITH CENTRAL LABOR
BODY.
There Are About aoo Members in the
County and the Body Looks To-
wards Farmers' Protection.
•
'The Farmers UnionPt is the new-
est wrinkle in organized labor circles
and not many of this city are aware
of the fact that a unoin of this char-
acter exists among the tillers of the
soil in McCracken county. Never-
theless the unoin is the largest or-
ganized body in this section, having
a membership of about aoo people,
and last evening they placed their
application before the Central Labor
body for affiliation with the latter or-
ganization. The application was ac-
cepted and now "The Farmers'
Union" is a full-fledged adjunct of
the organized labor of this city.
This is the first union of this kind
ever gotten up in this section of the
country, but it is only following in
the footsteps of the farmers of Texas
and other western states, where they
thrive with inwnense rnembrship, the
Lone Star state having over to.000
in its union.
On accepting the application for
affiliation last evening the Central
Laiinr body directed The Farmers'
Union to name its delegates that will
represent the union in the Central
body, these delgats to be accepted
and accorded their credentials at the
next seireion of the central body.
The union is for general protec-
tion of the farmers in a general way
and is a recognition by the soil till-
lina within recent years, in a work ere of creanized labor in its fullest
originally inaugurated by a few nor- meaning. There are three branches
mal students.
The efforts to provide suitable pub-
lis playgrounds for children was
clearly presented, the speaker claim-
ing that in providing public play-
for children a civic duty is








Mrs. Mengel saes the purest Eng-
lish and produced a fine imoreision
on all present.
Attractive Concert.
The Matinee Musical club has ar-
ranged for a song recital next Tues-
day everting with Mrs. Herbert
Blanchard, of Boston, Mass., as the
principal entertainer, she being a
talented and accomplished woman
with quite a wide reputation. She is
now ioiting Mn. H. S. Wells at the
Empire flats and the club induced
her to snake a local appearance for
the benefit of the musical organiza-
tion. The affair will be given at the
Eagles' hall on Sixth and Broadway
and quite an attractive event is prom-
ised. the program to include many
beautiful numbers in addit'on to ap-
pearance of this well nown enter-
tainer.
Min. Wells has issued invitations
for a reception she tenders tomorrow
afternoon complimentary to her
visitor.
Attend Banquet.
Messrs D.niil Aadms, W. E. Orr,
J. W. Darnel), 0. T. Bolin, J. C.
Black, C. R. Grassham, Albert Met-
calfe, T. C. Graisharn, George King,
A. C. Hargrove and 0. L. Miller, aft
attaches of the Paducah: office for
the Prudential Life Insurance corn-
There is little doubt that the bill I John B. }Tall, the real estate dealer,left this morning at 1:45 o'clock .
for Evansville to be present big w-11 become ii law practically in its I filed commission and enalified asat a 
present form. It is indorsed by the a notary piddle.
a Illinois antisaloon league and pro-
v;des for the creation of antiosaloon
territory in cities. villages and town-
ships The county. ward, ward sub-
division and precinct features
,omitted.
of the union in the county ,while
several other subordinate bodies are
now being organised They are en-
titled to one delegate to the Central
Labor body for every branch union
in the rural districts
SMALL BLAZE.
Greenlee Home on Kentucky Ave-
nue Came Near Being Destroyed.
Ye•terday morning at 3 o'clock fire
ignited the rear of the home of Mrs.
Mary Greenlee, of oao Kentucky ave-
nue, and was fianiing up into a huge
flame when Officers Ferguson and
Prince discovered the blaze and gave
the alarm. Which quickly brought the
firemen out The fire caused a sev-
eral hundred dollar logs, as consider-
able of the furniture was burned also.
The loss is covered by inaurance.
The department wag summoned at
to o'clock yesterday morning to the
home of Louis Schaeffer, the brewery
worker, of rem Tennessee street. A
joint of the stove flue got red hot
and Mrs. Schaeffer thinking the
house was afire summoned the de-
partment, but there vac no blaze.
PASS LOCAL OPTION BILL






ARENZ WAS FINED $751
DEEDS FILED SHOWING N., C.
& ST. L. HAS PallICHASED
RIGHT-OF-WAY.
Indenture Shama That Harry K.
Finley. Glass Factory Man, Paid
$15,000 for Building Site.
County Attorney Alben Barkley is
now engaged drawing up the brief
he will forward to the appellate court
at Frankfort for use in the case of
the commonwealth of Kentucky
against Henry B. Arenr. The county
attorney will finish the brief by to-
morrow and send it to the appellate
comet clerk for submission to the
judge's, o-ho have set for trial this
term at Frankfort the case wherein
Arena was fined $iso here for run-
ning is bucket shop on Broadway
near Fourth street. The accused car-
ried the action to the appellate court
in hope of getting the enormous hoe
set aside, while the county attornTy's
brief gill show his ciuse for think-
ing the court of appeal+ shall affirm
the local circuit court's decision of
filling Arenz heavily. This fine was
assessed last September. while
during December he was fined etoo
for running the place. and last wee*
the grand jury brought in another
indictmilit which is yet to he heard.
Arens rinsed the place January I
Deeds for Right-of-Way.
There ea" filed with the eounty
clerk yesterday for record a deed
%bowing that the McKinney Veneer
Sod IPIptkage company had sold to
the ij . C. & St. 1.. railroad for Saxon
a strip through the veneer company's
Elizabeth street and Broad street
property and also the property over
on the lifechatdcitiurg side of inland
!
creek where the railroad bought the
ground so as to extend it river front
%witch from the present termini,.
down about Riglesberger's mill on
thrcenrii to Island creek where a
bridge will be built and the tells ex-
tended on into Mechanicsburg.
In another deed filed yesterday
Clara Remain transferred to the N..
C. & St. T. enough of her ground
for use by the railroad tracks for Sr
and other considerations.
Another indenture lodged yester-
day for record showed that the Me-
Kinnie peeple had told for Siscoo
enough of their ground to Harry M.
Finley for the new glass factory to
be constructed there.
Property on the south side of Ten-
nessee Street was sold by Frank
Levin to W. H. Burnett for Si -and
other. tionsidecadons.
J. 0. Traughber bought from W
C. O'lliyan for time land ir the
O'Bryan addition to the city.
Liceatied to Marry.
The clerk joined marriage licerens
to William I. ButherSord said Myrtle
Arnold, Joseph F Mattiinn, Jr.. and
Bert:e Clark
eeting and banquet to be held today
d tonight complimentary to Super-
intendent D. C. Williams, of Evans-
ville, who hag supervision of the ter-
ritory, including this city. The Pa-




The evening of May to, at The
Kentucky, there will be presented the
caschy little play, "The Traveling
Man," written by Mr. Boyle Wool-
folic. of Louisville, who is now in the
City preparing for the entertainment
that will he for the benefit of the
Charity club and the Humane society
The best of local talent • will assist
and a fine affair is promised.
n Is predicted that cement will
soon be shipped largely in bulk on
account of the increasing eost of
bags and barrels There were 1"000,-
000 barrels of cement made in this
country last year.
Heaven sees our gifts in the light
of our gains
It is not far from winking at sin
to be working for it.
Springfield, Ill., April r&—The
Berry local option bill passed the sen-
ate today by a vote og 35 to 6 and
was sent over to the house, where
it will be read the first time tomor-
row morning and be referred to the
committee on judiciary. Notary Public.
Sued for Divorce.
1.1/7.71: 3 •tlit :I; the cir-
cuit court yeeterdair for a d:vorco
from her husband, Harman Jones. to
whom she was married December,
I)5. and who,-elie claims, deserted
Halifax. N. S, April 18.—Mrs. Han- her one month later. Lain year after
. S.. April 18.—rs. Han- they separated she cued for alimony
nah Arrneworthy, aged Tog years, is but no divorce. while yc-terday's
dead at her home near Queen port, action asks for diieolution of the
Gityeboro county. She Waq the old- -marital ties
eit person in Nova Scotia.
are
GOES TO LOUISVILLE.
Mr. James Fleming is Transferred to
That City as Territory.
Mr. James W. Fleming, of the Bur-
roughs Adding Machine company,
has been transferred from this dis-
trict to a territory consisting of
Louisville, where his headquarters
will be. He has been in charge of the
Paducah office since last September
and made many friends who regret
his departure. He will be succeeded
-here by Mr. Herbert Deist.
JOHNNIE HIT HARD.
-- -
Cost Him $75 to Warns Up the Old
Woman a Rh.
Judge David Cross had only car-
case before him yesterday morning
in the police court, but what he did
to this lone prisoner was enough to
satisfy a much larger doctor.
The unfortunate was -John (YNeal.
alias Newton, coloted, who whipped
his wife unmercifully Wednesday
night at their borne in Boyers alloy,
in the northern part of the city. The
fudge soaked it to Johnnie for an






RAISa IN REHKOPF CASE
.1 •
AMERICAN-GERMAN NATIONAL BANE CLAIMS OWNERSHIP
OF it0000 DID NOT PASS TO REHKOPF, AS DRAFTS CASH-
ED TO THAT AMOUNT ARE CLAIMED TO HAVE BEEN
BOGUS—BANK ALSO CONTENDS THAT UNDER LIEN LAW
THE MONEY COMES UNDER HEAD OF "SUPPLIES" AND
CAN BE RECOVERED.
A very fine and interesting point of
law was raised before Referee Bagby
of the bankrupt court yesterday in
the E. Relikopf Saddlery company's
proceedings when the American-Ger-
man National bank asserted two
foundations in its claim of $19,000
against the saddlery company. The
referee has not yet hadtiine to pass
upon the complex propositions.
The bank loaned the Rehkopf firm
$19,000 by cashing drafts equalling
that sum, and which drafts were
drawn upon outside firms that the
Paducah bo:1-.c claimed goods had
been sold to, and the drafts called
for the amount of the purchase con-
tended the outside establishments
made from the Rehkopf firm. The
bank cashed the drafts for Rehkopf,
but now claims it learns these drafts
were all bogus and drawn with in-
tention of defrauding the financial
inatitntion, and that the kehkopf
firm had not sold goods to the out-of-
town firms on which the drafts were
drawn and then cashed by the bank,
at instance oi Rehkopf.
The bank now raises the point that
It is entitled to recover the full
$19.000 from the Rehkopf firm as-
sets on the ground that the owner-
ship of this money still remains in
the name of the bank, inasmuch as
the drafts the baek cashed for lea.'
losof to this amount are claimed to
e been bogus drafts, therefore not
am' the cashing of them by
the bank, under these alleged illegal
circumstances, does not transfer the
ownership of the money to Rehkopf,
although the money was paid over to
the latter On account of this the
bsiik contends the money should be
returned in full.
The other intritate point brought
forth by the bank is that the laws
stipulate that when a firm is furnish-
ed "supplies" to continue its business
that those furnishing the enpplies to
the firm that fails have 3 Priority
lien upon the bankrupted firm's asseta
to amount of the supplies furnshed.
Heretofore the word "suppliee" has ,
been looked upon as material and-i
goods sold by anyone to a firm that
fails, hut the American-German raises
the point that the $19.000 forinahod
the Rehkopf firm comes under the
head of "supplies" also, and that the
hank has upon the bankrupted firm's
assets a lien to that amount. which
should be paid oil before other debts
are liquidated.
Although the hank raises Loth
these points they are of a conflicting
nature, and the referee will rule the
'financial institution t• elect which
allegation it wants to base its claim
for recovery of the money. If the
title to the money yet rests in name
of the bank because the money was
paid over on bogus draft; the bank
cannot claim a lien to this amount.
because a lien is on goods or supplies
the title. to which has passed from
the seller to the purchased While to
the reverse, if the bank elects to re-
cover the money upon a priority.
lien. this means that tise conten-
tion that the ownership of the PO,-
000 still lies in the bank's name, is
dropped because if the hank owns
the money it belonge to them, while
if the title ha; passee to kOhkopf the
bank claims the lien.
Thee(' Pointe were raisel in the
question where other creditor* hay-
ing sold material to the Rchkopf firm
claim they have prior liens. Referee
angby continued the matter of de-
ciding the material Siena oser until
today in order to give the opposing
• ities upholding the respective posn-
lo!ns taken.
• The referee had ysterds, imituikd
examining J. Earl 'Walters, in this
• gfiatql atio ZKAl-h dye etaoin on
case to •al,certain. if possible, what
became of reveral thensand 
Accident on Canadian Road Owned
worth •of notes 1Valters executed 1. 
By Crown Cause-3 the Action
Against Monarch.Rehkopf on Walters purchasing
11/cs.stock. of the Rehkopf firm. AIL Boston, April r8.—King Edward ofWalters was out of the city yesterday• England is defendant in a suit forand the examination was post.pened. damages brought by Mrs. Anna B.MTS.. Barnett. stenographer for
Ross & Crice, was+ examined about
the notee and states that the last she
saw of them was when they were
handed to R'. Rehkopf in the office
of her firm,
made by Watson, on the ground that
the transfers were made with inten-
tion of defrauding creditors.
Whitehead Case,
Henry Gockel, the baker, was ex-
amined by the referee yesterday re-
garding some mortgage claims he has
against the bankrupt estate of Wil-





She came into the restaurant, a
slim, graceful little figure, gowned
in pink and white, with a big blacg
picture ttat topping her very pretty
head. I sat at a table near and
could not avoid seeing and hearing
all that went ou.
She was with a party of four and
when cocktails appeared she looked
questioningly at the other three for a
minute, then picked up a glass and
swallowed its contents.
The other women and the two men
seemed to take her action quite for
granted. She did not seem to like
the cocktail very much, from her
grima:c, but she drank lb all.
In a few minutes her voice grew
louder and her cheeks flushed a deep
red. She lolled in her chair and
leaned half across the table. Peopple
all around stared at her—some look-
ed shocked, sonic diegueted, some
amused.
Her actions were rough and bold,
and it was hard to believe that she
was the girl who had looked so
dainty and pretty an hour before.
The girl was no more to blame—
not as much, perhaps—than the two
men and the older girl who had en-
couraged her to drink the cocktail.
Any man who will offer a young
girl an intoxicating drink is beneath
contempt. He knows perfectly well
how :t will affect her, and he prob-
ably woeld knock down 'a man who
offered his sister the same kind of
a drink.
Sometimes a girl will take a drink
because she does not like to refuse.
She thinks it senert and worldly, and
is quite proud if it does not go to
lser bead. r. • '.She also thinks the cigarette cm >k-
ing adds to her charm. Perhaps if
the could hear the opinions of men
on the subiect she would not be
quite 10 keen on cocktails and cig-
arettes. "There is nothing so disen-
chanting," said a man to me, "a; the
odor of whisky and tobacco about a
pretty, (sweet girl."
Cigarette smoking is pnhealthy as
well as unwomanly.
Do you think, dear girls, that a
man who is worth marrying would
ehocite a wife who smokes and
thinks? I am quite sure he would
• If you have grown into the habit
of taking thing; to drink or smoking
break the habit right now. Dein't
say, "I will only. take a drink on !well
and such an occasion." A habit of
that kind has oi be brokenly abso-
lutely or you will never get control
of it.
Yew can't afford to sacrifice your
looks and your health just for the
sake of a little false stimulant.
If a man takes you out for dinner
and urges you to drink with him
yam can make up youd mind that
he is the kind of man who will do
you no good. Accept no more in-
vitations from him.
Neither can you afford to he seen
with girls who indulge in intoxicants.
Remember that the most lovable






The referee yesterday directed the
trustee of the John F. Watson estate
of Livingston county to have apprais-ed some real estate belonging to
Watson and files a report with the
referee, asking for permission to sell
the property. Watson sold these
properties shortly before going into
bankruptcy and hk trustee filed suit
in the Smithland circuit court and
sot the judge to set aside the sales
•••••••••••m...
Meson, of this city, and on the
grannd of 'hie participation, counsel
for the defect-se hopes to get the cast
diem:ssed.
The action is to recover damages
for personal injories received while
traveling on the Intercolonial rail-
way in Canada. Since this road is
not a corporation, but the property
of the lieitish crown, the defense
contends that it is derogation of the
independence of the sovereignty con-
trary to law, and to the comity of
nations that funds belonging to the
king should be withheld by a process





MRS. KATE SWITZER PASSED
AWAY YESTERDAY
MORNING.
Had Resided in McCracken County
for Thirty Years and Was a
Widely Known Woman.
The county lost one of its noblest
and most prominent Christian wom-
en yesterday morning at 6:45 o'clock,
at which time Mrs. Kate Switzer
died in her home, six miles from
this city on the Mayfield pike, after
4 decline to two years. . She had
been failing 'n health for many
months, but a few days ago was
overcome with an attack 'of paralysis
that ended her life.
At 3 o'clock this afeernoon the
funeral ceremonies will be conducted
at the residence by Rev. George
W. Banks of the Trimble street
Methodist church. Burial occurs af-
terwards at the family cemetery.
The deceased was fifty-eight years
of age and born in Pennsylvania.
Thirty-eight years ago she married
the late Dr. William Switzer at Bur-
lington, Iowa, and they located in
;fhis county, wherk- (he led eight
years since.
Mrs. Switzer was a most excellent
lady, well known in city and county THE COMPANYwhere hundreds of friends are left
bereft by her dissolution. Six chil-
dren survive her; Mesdames Nellie
Snelling, Minnie Bosworth. Mary
Reikel, Messrs. Arthur and Junior
Switzer, and Miss Liemie Switzer.
Mr. W. W. Switzer of Wilton, Ark..
and J. G. Switzer of Louisville, are
stepsons, while her brother is Mr.
John Sastig of Burlington, Iowa.




OF THE UNITED STATES
 PAUL MORTON, Preelierfnergi.-- —OFFERS To THZ PUBLIC ?HZ
GOUlFtDIANf IN CUSTODY.
Is Charged With Operating Lottery
in Chicago.
New York, April i&—Louis a.
Giatirdian, who was arrested here on
a bench warrant issued by a judge of
the United States circuit court in
Chicago, will be taken back to that
city tomorrow. Gourdein was ar-
ranged before United State. Commis-
sioner %Heide and remanded to the
custody of the United States mar-
shal.
Gottrdain wee convicted of conduct-
ing a lottery in Chicago. Ile took
an appeal to the United States cir-
cuit court and in the nteantinoe was
released on $.30.00 bail and came to
this city, where he was living in
style at a fashionable hotel. Gour-
damn came originally from New Or-
leans and is said to be sery weal-
thy.
HAIR-PULLING MATCH OPENS.
Usual Scrap Develops in D. A. R.
Convention. and All on Account
of Delay in Treasurer's
Report.
X%-ashington, April 17.—When the
president general o the IX A. R.
called for the treasurer's report, Mrs.
Davis informed the congress that.
owing to the auditing committee not
having finished its work, she was un-
able to get her report out in time for
reading, and that it was still in the
hands of the printers.
Immechately Mrs. McLean arose
and addressing the treasurer general.
said:
"You have no report when it is
called for by the soCiety. Is it pos-
sibk that you have not a copy of it T.'
Mrs. Davis replied with much ani-
mation that her report was'in the
hands ,of the printer. but that she
would see to it that it was presented
when the congress met after recess
for luncheon.
Following up her ctatement. Mr-.
Davis ack•d of the president general
why no recommendations were made
on her report of last year, saying that
it had been left "tto in the air."
Nits. McLean replied:
'1 hat seems to be the condition
of your report this year.'
The latter remark created consider-
able excitement, and a number of
delegates endeavored to secure recog-
nition, one delegate asking if it was
not the first time in the history of
the cotegress when a report was not
ready on time.
Mrs. McLean soon secured order
and the convention resumed its busi-
ness program. The reading of the
report of the 'auditing committee was
postponed pending the receipt of the
treasurer's report
SOUTHERN TRACK MBE?.
Nestle-41e, Tenn., April :6.—A half
dozen prominent colleges, among
them Sewanee and the univonsities of
Georgia and Terwressee, have sent
their best performers to the annual
.leaclif meet of the Southern Intercol-
legiate Athletic association, which
takes ptace under the auspices of the
arthletie department of Vanderbilt
university. The large and high elassHe pnetesSel nothing to whom hit'I entry list give; promise of some rec-poskssione are everything. .urd breaking performances.
New Standard Life Insurance
Policy
Prescribed by the New York State Law.
THE POLICY has been framed to insure to each, policyholder the-fill- ea
protecaon, and-every appropriate benefit.
it is UNCONTISTABLIL and VNILISTRICTED after the first. year.
DIVIDENDS are paid ANNUALLY. Liberal loan and surrender values eregranted. Polk, payable at maturity, either in CASH or_l!iSTALLP111413.Or the money may be left with** Society at interest. Or the Iseareaceleseybe converted into anannuity
trite financial strengtWof the Soclety;fits prom seesmud liberal dealing with the public; its many reforms; the causery
eoonomy.with which its affairs are administered, guarantee toll
insurance that insures—protectIcn aft. IICf 4 I
FOR. FURTHER. PARTICULARS APPLY TO
HENRY J. POWELL
Equitable Building Louisville, Kentucky
MAN'S HEART IS MOVED.
New Ycrk Man Has Vital Organ
Displaced Three Inches In a
Trolley Accident.
New 1 ork, April iS.—An individ-
ual, an alleged trolley victim, who has
set at naught all the time-honored
theories of medical science by con-
tinuing to exist with a heart which
has been permanently shifted two and
three-quarter inches to the right of
its normal position, will appear in
the United States circuit court here
in the newt few days as plaintiff in a
civil action against the Metropolitan
Street Railway company.
His tame is Thoenss S Rimer IT;
is 22 years of age and the son of
George Banner of Hancock avenue.
Jersey City. He is said to be a nee-
you, wreck. He says he was em-
ployed
helper
r  obny a candyadeliver  co 
wagon. The 
as an. ne ye-
hide was wrecked by a trolley car
at Eightieth street and Amsterdam
avenue, on Dec. 13, teo3.• Banner,
then a lad of :8, was caught tinder the
wreck. He was taken to Roosevelt
hospital, where the surgeons said
there vk as nothing the matter with
him except the dislocation, of a collar
bone and the newt day he was dis-
charged from the institution.
Banner's heart gave him so much
pain, he says, that he applied for
treatment at the North Hodson hos-
pital, Union Hill, N J. Ile remain-
ed tliete until March. two, under the
care of Drs. Poole and Walchied, who
found that Banner'. heart had been
moved nearly three inches out of its
roper place. He grew co nervosa.,
I e was unable to work. His father,
as his guasedian,, sued the Metropoli-
tan in teeat in the United States
court for damage. The case was not
reached for trial until March, 1907,
when Banner appeared before Judge
!Martin and a jury. The latter, which
had been depleted to eleven by the
1
 
sickness of one of their number, was
unable to agree, standing, it is said,
ten to one in favor of a verdict for
$30n00 for the plaintiff.
The case was tried for the second
1 time last Monday before FederalJudge Holt and again resulted in a
i
disagreement of the jury, which is
alleged to have stood eleven for a
verdict of $2o,000 and one holding
out for only $t.000 damages. Among
the medical experts who testified that
Barnet's heart had been shifted out
of place was Dr. Pearce Bailey of
Colurabia university. Banner. it was
i testified would never be able to work
1
again, as his muscles were twitching
in an uncontrollable manner.
Nothing daunted, Banner and hill
father -are preparing for a Third trial.
Notwithstanding: the singularity lof
I hie condition, which would notnrallyattract great public interest, the ag-ents of the trolley company, it is al-
leged, have succeeded in keeping
both fir the trials from- public notice.
, It ie (twitter alleged that their activi-
I to. may have had somethingto do
with the disagreements of the two
jetties., het of this no evidence liar
hero Offered hy the Itamvers.
I
You isliould bear the songs at the
Tennegeee F.lettric Theater. They




130 B. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH. KY
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock $100,000
Sur*"    $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
0 W. ROBERTSON, Prest. N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashion.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. 1190.
SOLITAIRE
MONO RING
to the meet popular
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Thursday, April 115th
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Such an exchange of courtesy as
was chonricled in a German paper not
long ago would hardly snit the •ttste
of brisk Americans.
Thl'e exchange was in the form 14
two advertisement..
"The gentleman' who 'found a purse
with money in the Blomenstrasse is
requested to forward it to the ad-
dressof the looser, as be is recog-
nized." e.
A day or two later appeared the
response, which, although so court-
eous, had an elusive air, to say the
least.
"The recognized gentleman, who
picked up a purse in the Blunten-
strasee requests the loser to call at
his house at a convenient day."---
Youth's Companion.
6DVERTI8E IN ?TIE REGISTER


















Blew's Pharmacy Makes Two Special RemediesWritCri A.X.PIJISPLNSLD UPON ' ABSOLUTE ,GUARANTEE WHEREVER SOLD
These ire-KED-CUM CaVal S-YAUP, a cure when others:
fail, and BLEW'S STOMACH TABLETS, the cure for nil:
gelation. Both coition's to Uncle iurn's Pure Food IA Drug Act







a 6 JEWELER. one of the canSe3 for the recent in- I
 for It. Office Fraternity Building. mom/ was perfonnted at thc ltorne of
vestigation GI Scuator Bailey-. by the EDGAR W.LEALTTEtintE, 
Pada- Ihe bride's emoting, Major and Mrs
State legislature. ' ' ' IIIB• WA .41:•14141 4.G,aiiiir..: john C,ordtiin, al caumb;a 
Barracirs.
A SALOONKEEPER SECURES
FIAT TO COMPEL ISSU-
ANCE OF LICENSE.
Whisky People to Test Constitu-
tionality of the Act—Temper-
ance People Surprised.
Bristol, Tenn, April 18.—A flat for
a writ of mandamus to cornpel Re-
corder T. J. Burrow, (if Bristol,
Twin, to issue retail liquor license
for a period of one year, to E. Gouge,
was obtained tonight by E. K. Bach-
serosei..
SOLD IN
PADUCAH BY LANG BROTHERS
it it it it it it it it it it BoNILLA Now
U THE MOLLYCODDLE
IN OLD OHIO. U
UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU
(New York Sun)
"A very tame affair," is the official
White House comment on Senator
Forakees speech at Canton, and it is
given out that he said nothing that
requires attention or reply.
The senator called no one a- weak-
ling, characterized with a short and
ugly word no statement made by any
one, impugned no man's motives,
drew no dead line, blac4clisted no-
body, was polite and mild mannered
—in fact, seemed to have no fight in
him. He submitted that there was
a constitutional question involved in
the discharge of the negro battalion:
• • • said a good word for the
dual system of government, state and
national; intimated that he was "aims-
ply one of the old school that does
Than, attorney for the whisky people not think one department should be
of Bristol, Tenn., from Judge D. D. allowed tof 'wallow the other &-
Henderson, at Knoxville. Gouge ten- partmentr of government, or that the
dereel the money for a year's license constitution should be amended ex-
to Recorder Burrow Tuesday and cept by the people and in the way it
was refused, on the ground that the provides; in fact. expressed a pride
new charter abolishing ealoons un- in the constitution and spoke some
der the Pendleton law, became effect-
ive Navember
The whisky people propose to test
the constitutionality of the Pendleton
hill, claiming there is a fatal defect
In its caption by its failure to prefix %toy tame affair!
the words "The State." before the
word "Termessee."
This is also believed to be a
scheme to influence the Bristol, Va.,
electi., s which will be held next
Tiseeda)
The temperance people are stu- '
prised and chagrined at the obtain-
ing of the fiat, while the whisky
forces ate jubilant The writ ia re-
tunable before Judge Tyler, but not
Nati! after the election in Bristol,
Va. 
'THIS IS MY 5oTH BIRTHDAY'
—Napoleon B. Browsed.
Napoleon Bonaparte Broward, the
present governor of Florida, was
born in that state April t9, 1857 The
phrase, a "self made man," may be
tretbfelly applied to Gov. Broward.
He lost both hi• parents when t2
years old and was left to make his
Own way in the world. After reedy-
.12:ouch education as the countryis at that time afforded he
*truck out for himself. From the
these he was 14 until he became of
onp be imbed in the log cairn's. as
g farm hand, as a steamboat rousts,-
bout, s a cod fisherman on the Grand
Banits, and as a sailor before the
ingot. He saved some money and In.
vested in a river ••varnboat. This
'marked the beginning of a most sue-
-ceseful career. He became interested
its politics in the late So's and his
first offs-e on.; that of sheriff of hit
native sotinfv. In 1901 he was elected
to the iegodatare and ft sr years lat.
efre was choirs to- crnor of the state.
10•11•1••
tanager Moore, of the Tennessee
Electric Theater, is always on the
lookout for the latest and best at-








nonsense about the business men of
the country being generally men of
integrity and not needding moral re-
generation.
The speech of a mollycoddle! A
Corrupt Peace Makers Unable to
Stop War.
•Cl-cago Examiner )
Coincident with the opening oi the
International Peace Congress in New
York, Great Britain has launched. at
Newcastle-on-Tyne, the Invincible.
the greatest cruiser. afloat Propelled
by-turbine engines, it is designed for a
speed of tvrenty?five knots, and its
powers of destruction is equal to two
battleships.
Since the first Hague conference
there has been fought in the Far East
a naval battle which, in she annihila-
tion wrought, was unprecedented 'in
the history of war. Almost an en-
tire squadron of pronclads was de-.
stroyed.
The peace conference in New ()Vile
convening shortly before the second
Hague congress, at which nearly fif-
ty nation' are to be represented, is
already provoking in Europe mani-
festoes from the powers announcing.
that they will not permit their rep-
resentatives officially to even 
cuss the proposals to limit arma-
Meet!.
It was significant of the nneort-
scion* recognition of the military
strenoti of nations that the interior
of Carnegie Hall yesterday was
brilliant not only with the Stars and
Swipe'. but with the flag.. (.0. all
countreit.
Ferry' one of these emblems ta a
symbol of some kind of fighting
strength. No flag of truce was steels
there That sign of surrender does
not appeal even to the leaders of
peace
-And, when the distinguished ad-
vocate. of disarmament ceased speak-
ing. the organ thrilled the large aud-
ience with strains of "The Star-Span-
gled Banner."
Today all the civilized powers are
constantly improving their military
equipment The one great country
thae has not prepared itself for war
is China, and, it hag paid dearly for
its indifference. Even the Celestial
empire now is drilling a new army
and creating an up-to-date fleet.
What can be done by the peace
movement ia to famish international
agreement that issues not affecting
the honor of countries and their po-
litical destinies shall be settled by
arbitration.
The movement in this direction
would accumulate far greater mo-
mentum if its promoters would use
discrimination always in the selec-
tion 'If advocates. The spectacle of
having the peace congress addressed
by Elihu Root, who, ever sirice his
association with the Tweed infamies,
has been the counsellor of corrupt
corporations, belittles die program.
Nor can universal peace and pro-
gress be advanced by having the con-
gress addressed by the man who oc-
cupies the mayor's chair of New
York city.
-Peace has its victories, hut they
are not won by such men- as Knot
and NfcCtellan.
OUSTER SUITS SET.
Austin. Texas, April t8.—The case
of the state of Texas vs. the Waters-
IN MEXICO
LEAVES CENTRAL AMERICA
ON UNITED STATES GUN-
BOAT PRINCETON.
Meeting is Being Arranged Between
Representatives of Late Beliger.
ent Central America.
IMMIONIMminnume
City of Mexico, April 17.—Private
advice, received today announce
that the Visited States gunboat
Princeton arrive at Saline Cruz this
morning with Memel Bounilla, for-
merly president of the Honduraa
on board. Under the terms of peace
it was agreed that President Bounilla
should leave Central America and
it is supposed that he will make
Mexico his home.
It is not ikely that President Bo-
nilla will remain on the west coast,
very long. In fact, it was stated
here by his friends that he would in
all probability leave Salina Cruz for
Mexico City at once, aroving here
about Sunday
Pomo Envoys to Meet Tuesday.
San Salvador. April t7.—President
Figueroa has been ready to accept
the invitatiou of 'President Zalaya
of Nicaragua, and attend the peace
conference at Amanala. But at the
lest moment President Zalaya,
through the agency of Phillip B.
'Brown, secretary of the American
legation to Guatemala and Honduras.
asked to be excused from personal
attendance on account of sickness.
and requested President Figueroa to
send hi. minister of foreign affairs
to the conference. President Fig-
s' desiring to show his sincerity
and love of peace. agreed to this
proposal and consequently Garcia
Gonzales, the foreign minister of
Salvador. left here today to confer
with Jose D. Gomez. the Nicaraguan
minister of foreign affeirs on hoard
the American cruiser Chicago
The Tenne.cee Electric Theatre,
salt Broadway, is op-to-date.
Gen. Markley Retires.
ta'ashington, D. C, April i8—Rav-
ing reached the statuatory age limit
for active service Brig. Gen. Alfred C.
Markley was placed on the retired
list today Few officers of the army
have seen longer or more varied ser-
vice than has Gen. Markley. A na-
tive of Doylestown, Pa., he entered
as a private in the asth Pennsylvania
Infantry during the first year of the
ciril war lie served in the opera-
tions before RIchmond. Va., wa.v
present and engaged in the siege and
capture of Petersburg, and engaged
in the pursuit of Gen. Lee's army to
the surrender at Appomattox. During
the summer of 1965 he was with the
"Army of Obersvation," which was
sent to drive the French out of Mex-
ico. Then cZnie several years of _In-
dian fighting on the frontlet-. In the
war with Spain he conmsanded a reg-
iment at the battle of San Juan hill.
After the war he wan in command of
Fort I) A. Russell. Wyo., and Van-
couver Barracks, 'Washington. In
taw he went to the Philippines, re-
turning in 1902 to take command of
Port McDowell. The vacancy in the
grade of brigadier general resulting
from the retirement of Gen. Mark.
Icy' has been filled by the promotion
of Col. Charles Morton, Seventh cav-
alry. now in the Philippines.
VIRGINIA LEAGUE OPENS
Richmond, Va , April ta—All the
signs point to a successful and pros-
perous season for the Virginia Base-
ball league. which plays the first
games of the season today. Ports-
mouth opens at Norfolk. Roanoke at
Lynchburg and Danville at Rich-
mond The season will close Sept. 21
the schedule providing for 1.40 games.
fdgar W. Whittemore
•••••••••-• I. •  11••••••••111111.1
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Mt Carmel, 5.6, falling.
Nashville, 11.9, falling.
Pittsburg, 5.9, rising.
St. I.ouis, 18.4, standing.





line expects to open its excursion
season shortly.
The Dick Fowler is preparing to
put Snsin compound condeosing en-
gines on her.
The steamer Kentucky came out
of the Tennessee river last night and
stays here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon before getting out on her
return
The Buttorff gets in today from
Clarksville and leaves at once for
Nashville, she being a day or two
behind.
At 8 o'clock this morning the Dick
Fowler gets away for Cairo and re-
turns tonight,
The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
ville yesterday and comes back to-
sacarrOw.
Today's boat' in the Evansville
trade .s the steamer John S. Hop-
kins, which will depart on the return
trip immediately after arriving and
unloading.
The City of Saitillo comes out of
the Tennessee river today bound
back to St. Louis.
The Peters Lee patsed up yester-
day hound for Cincinnati from Mem-
The Georgia Lee should reach
here Sunday bound from Cinsinnati
to Memphis.
Masters and pilots are notified
that the light. "J. C. Warehouse,"
hat !seen moved one mile down the
river to Marshall Lambert's
The towboat Delta, owned by the
Monogatiela Consolidated Coal and
Coke company, on the way to the
Kanawha river with a tow of empty
barges, burned to the water's edge
at Loeb 4 Tuesday night The loss




A visitor in tl.e city fuesClay was
Wt. A C. Welcb, a prominent farm-
er of Trcaisdale county. .ntly one in
search of entertainment should make
the acquaintance of this gentleman
for his career and travels and ex-
perience'i are varied and most inter-
esting MT. Welch is am, English-
man by birth, his native city being
famous Newcastle, where coal was
first dug in England. When a young
man he ran a paper in the old coun-
try, and it was there he learned
stenography. Mr. Welch came to
this country when 77 years of age
and located at Memphis. He had
planned to start a paper at Oxford.
Misc. when the yellow fever broke
out and he lost all he had. In
search of a healthful location out of
the fever zone he went up the CUM-
beriand to Hartsville.
More than twenty years ago Mr.
Welch went to Washington at the
invitation of Benton McMillin to do
stenographic reporting and kir sev-
eral years he was official reporter of
debates. He was a reporter for the
committee that made the investiga-
tion on the famous ten bill.
Mr. Welch served in the pension
department for Uncle Sam quite a
while taking testimony and report-
info and while engaged in such em-
ployment had occasion to take a
trip through the now famous Breath-
itt county, Kentucky. He had the
hAnor of helping to bring one of the
fa-mons Little. out of Breathitt, the
worst one of the gang, who was al-
leged to have killed all the way from
14 to on men. Mr. Welch's story of
his travels through the moon:tains of
Kentucky is an interesting one.
In addition to working in Wash-
ington Mr. Welch did legislative re-
porting. in Nashville years ago, and
the work of one day got him the
position of city editor on the old
World, now an occupant of the news-
paper graveyard of Nashville.--hrashz
rille Banner.
Americans Wed in Havana.
Havana, April ift.—An America.n
I Eats  K
 wedding with full military honors
J. L Wanner
311 BRIADWAY PHONE 53-r
Pierce Oil company was called in the Real [state Agency
district court today and sct trial at
the Mat, term. This is the suit
brought against the oil company for
forfeiture of permit to do business
in the state and for enormous pen-
aloes for alleged violations of the
Texas' anti-trust laws. The suit was
Paducah Rea te, Western en-
lucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
took place here this evening when
Misis Edith N. Hoyle, daughter of
Williatn- ttwin Hoyle. of Atlarita.
Ga., became the bride of Lieut. Wal-




OFFICE 306 B'WY PHONEI385
FOR SALE!
A brand new home, just completed, front porch with Argo col-
umn, back porch hauled in. Reception Hall, Parlor, rArige Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Etiam, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water Located on
lot 4oxi6o feet.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATt. & MORTGAGE4CO.
INCORPORATED.
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Stockholders' Lia-
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w.iF• Bradshaw:7J., A . Bauer,' Louis F. Kolb, H.
-A—Petter ,C. F.  act H-17—boe arnett, Ciao. C._ _
Thompson, Proudest ;.)T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier.
Healthy Bath Rooms
Good plumbing means
good health and this com-
bined with modern sani:arr
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. "Stasiber Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures mak e
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
II you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you samples of
this Famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
E. DIMANNAN.
moth Phones aos! 132 St Attit
66 NUBLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Sao
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.












At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
1:1)dES 
E. WILHELM, President
OHN WIlift ELM. Treasurer
SERT Ir WILHELM, Secretary
Entered at the Posroffice of Padu-
cah. Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year ., SSA*
Six Mondia,  e-Sci
Three Months ,. . 5.25
One We  .so
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly &odd report the matter to
The Register office at °ace. Tele-
phone ComalUeltd SI&
Friday Morning, April ie.
The Board of Public Works.
It should be no %rouble for the
board of public worios to "make a
clean sweep and settle every matter
before it at each meeting," if by that
it means to "refer matters properly
belonging to those departments to
those in charge." 'A board of public
works is a useless incumbrance,
which does nothing but "refer mat-
ters" and let it go at that; as con-
fessedly it has done for twelve
mouths in the matter of stinking
water standing in the gutter of a
paved erect like Broadway just west
of Third street. A councilmanic com-
mittee can "resolve" and "refer."—
Veducili Sun.
The above is in response to the
statement in these columns yesterday
that the matter complained of had
been referred to the enginering de-
partment, over which the board of
public work* has no control, but the
pin-head writer of the Sun seems to
Ise unable to grasp the situation. The
board of public works has no con-
trol over the engineering deputinent
and without the proper grade being
given the defective drainage cannot
be remedied.
The board of public works, appre-
ciating the fact that the engineering
department has been overtaxed for a
year or so, has not kicked up a row
' over many things that have been
left undone because the engineering
department could not reach them.
This fact was quite patent to the
board of public works all of last year,
and in order to (there matters and
to provide mans whereby the board
might have more assistance from the
engineering department in caring
property for the public highways, the
board of public works in its annual
report to the mayor and general
council a few months ago said:
"This booed was materialy handi-
capped daring the past year in its
efforts to care for a member of ordi-
nary matters by reason of the fact
that the engineering department was
overtaxed in connection with the
new streets and sewers; therefore, we
have no hesitancy in declaring that
the prime need of this. city is one or
more first-chase assistant; to our
present efficient city engineer, and we
earnestly recommend that the gen-
eral council provid the means to that
end."
The members of the board of pub-
lic works as, business oven. %flowing
dedicit—now, from the report made
to the aldermen last night, it seems
that the general council proposes to
spend more than one-half of the street
fund on new work and the board of
public works will be indeed fortu-
nate if it has enough money at its
disposal to keep the streets clean and
to repair dangerous. places. This
means that much of the work that
should be done will not be done, and
the public will then howl. But as it
takes labor and material to do these
things, and not having the funds with
which to purchase them, the press
and the public are respectively re-
ferred to the general council who
hold the strings to the city's purse.
Amendiag the Charter.
The suggestion of the city solicitor
looking towards a revision of the
charter for eecondeclass cities is one
that shoud be accepted at once, not
only by Paducah but the other three
second-class cities as well. The long
and short of the whole enisater is, the
charter has. been the football of de-
signing politicians from Lexington,
Newport and Covington. There is
not a public official in Paducah, a
single lawyer or judge who has ever
had occasion to investigate the char-
ter to any extent but what declares
that it is so corsetructed as to puzzle
all who may read it. In the late case
involving the election of market-
master the local court for some days
seemed puzzled over the question
and it developed to be more compli-
cated than usual for such ordinary
questicmst The methods of assessing
the cost of public improvements is
another subject on which there is a
diversity of opinions among the city
officials and lawyers. Take the char-
ter of the city of Paducah and the
ordinances and we doubt if any law-
yer in the city could tell where he
stands after reading them, so it is no
wonder that the laymen should be
confused It is suggested that the
city could afford to pay $2oo for a
commission to go over the charter
and get it amended so as to make
es provisions clear. In our opinion
the city could afford as much as
$1.noo for that purpose The city
will be a second class city for the
next 25 years at least, and all of its
laws should be plain, simple and
casily understood. The charter was
written by scheming politicians and
has been tinkered with by those peo-
ple ever since.
San ,Francieco Triumph
(St. Louis Republic I
A year ago this morning a coach-
man as he dozed on his box in front
of the Poodle Dog Cafe i n San
Francisco was rudely awakened by
the tremors of an earthquake. The
merry party for which he waited
rushed from their long-drawn-out
feast to find the walls of their be-
loved city trembang about their ears.
In an hour the fire demon bed at-
tacked the ruins, and before the
flames were extinguished she who
sat "serene, indifferent to fate" had
been disfigured almost beyond recog-
nition.
The spirit of California in the days
immediately following the disaster
accomplished spectacular wonders.
The sympathy and the means of the
world ere peered out to help the
suffering thousands. But 365 days
have dispelled any theatric effect.
The world is now able to judge San
Francisco for what she is and does.
On the first anniversary of her
they were handicapped, placed the greatest misfortune there can he
matter beforfe the general council nothing but commendation for San
jot jot relief, but the recommendation Francisco and her people. From
vras not concurred in and that Set- the indescribable tangle of steel and
tied :he question, forcing the board chened wood and blackened brick
which enve'red 3.000 acres in the heartto abandon many matters until the
of the city San Francisco has brought
engineering department can find time order. On aundreds of sights new
to take them up. The general cow- buildings are occupied. On hundreds
cd had notice of the difficulties under of other sites the work of recon-
?which the board labored, and as it struction goes forward with feverish
-este with that body to provide the haste:
Millions upon millions of brick
means for the remedy, and failing to have been cleaned- and piled in order-
do so, the press should at least be ly array. All the streets are clean
eeneroes enough to aim its criticisms and open to traffic. Sanitary con-
towards those responsible for unsatis- ditions are as good as ever. The
luilding permits for the year totalfactory conditions. If the board of
$75,000000. Land values have notpublic works needs engineering help
depreciated.. With wonderful cour-
and cannot get it, the members will age every adverse situation has been
spend no time worrying over such met and conquered.
stutters, but suffer them to go en-1 And not content with cleaning and
done. trebuilding the material part of the
Before the summer is over, no municipality the poaple have demand-
ed civic righteousness The world
doubt, the critics of the board of knows whet efforts brave public ser-
public works will find much to keep vants are making to purify politics.1
them busy, for the reason that many San Francisco hat; indeed trium-
matters will not receive attention be- phed. And it does not take a prophet
cause the funds at the disposal of agreat ability to predict that an.of
o
the, board will not reach that far, 
ther year will see more remarkable
changes than those which }rave come
'These will be no deficit this year. with the last twelve monthe.
The board of public works, being in
a position to know at least a few 'A nugget weighing five ounces,
things, notified the general council of which must have been passed over
the amount of money the would be bit 
wheeled traffic for years, has
been found in the main street at I.in-
required for its departments—this ton, near Ballarat, Australia, by one
was cut by the general council a:bout, John. Godden, at he was returning
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1689—Lord Jeffreys, lord chancellor
of England, died, Born 1648.
1775—Battle of Lexington; first en-
gagement of the Arneerican,rev-
olutionary war.
1824—Lord Byron died at Missolong-
hi, Greece. Born 1788.
1880—Afghans defeated by thn Brit-
ish at Ahmed Khel.
2—Chaden Darwin, author of "The
Descent of Man," died. Born
Feb. 12, 1809.
1883—Parliament buildings at Que-
bec burned.
1891—aabite Star steamship Teutonic
broke trans.-Atlantic record.
1894—Princess Victoria Melita of Ed-
inburgh Married to Ernest
Louis, grand claire of Hesse.
1903—Massacre of Jews in Kishineff,
.Russia.
loco—Prof. Currie, discoverer of ra-
dium, tailed by an accident in
Paris.
Board of F.duc.ation.
The 'members of the hoard are re-
quested to meet tonight 7:30 o'clock
at the board chamber for the pur-
pose of dosing the sale of the Long-
fellow school, ratifying the contract
with Prof. John A. Carnagey and
receiving the reports of the respect-





"Telephone fright," said a man alio
has been accustomed to speaking in
public, "seems to be akin to stage
fright, but immunity to one does not
make a person immune to the other
"Most of my telephone talk has al-
ways been done for me by some one
in the office, and when I occasionally
go to the 'phone and attempt to car-
ry on a conversation with a wooden
box I feel like a schoolboy who has
irsounted the stage to speak his piece
and has forgotten it. I usually fail
to remember half what I wanted to
say, or get it wrong, and have to get
somebody to call up the party again
and straighten it oat."
Ashamed of the Family.
(From Case and Comment)
A petition was recently filed in a
Tennessee court by a man named
Damns praying that he be allowed to
change his name to that of Hamm.
The petitioner, who is a native of
Denmerk, set forth in his petition to
the court that his name had caused
him considerable annoyance on more
than hoots occasions. His (edit)",
had been particularly hurt since the
souvenir postcards bearing portraits
of "The Whole Menem Family" had
'been placed on the market. The
'court ranted the prayer of the pe-




Washington. April tR.—There is
strong probability that the attfteuis-
tration will take no action involving
a general prosecution of the Harri-
man railroads and looking to a dis-
solution of the alleged illegal merger
i
ender which the lines now are being
operated
On the other band, the personal
attack on Harriman through the
courts made in the southern district
tot New York, at President Rooce-
'vele, order will be pushed to the
i
limit.
Members of the interstate com-
merce commission are not sore that
a aut againest the Harriman lines,
the Union Pacific, the Southern Pa-
cific and the Oregon Short Line, can
i e -4 u.ecessfully prosecuted.
I Then, President Roosevelt ha, had
I definite 
notice !served upon him that
continued attacks upon the existing
system of railroad management in
this eotmtry will be followed by a
business depression of the propor-
tions of a panic.
The Harriman roads egagcd in
transcontinental traffic are not tech-
nically operated tinder a merger in
rame, Filch as was the Northern Se-
curities company, with reference to
the Hill roads.
The interstate commerce cocnernis-
sion has gathered evidende showing
that the common control of' the Har-
riman lines has had its effect upon
rates.
It 's a4 difficult legal question
whether the facts in hand will make
a case against these lines under the
anti-trust law. Members of the com-
mission express doubt that such a
prosecution would be euccessfril.
Iowa Electrilians.
Clinton, Ia., April t8.—The Iowa
Electrical association, representing
the electric light and electric railway
interests of the entire state, began
its annual convention in this city to-
day. Three days will be spent in the
reading of technical papers and dis-
cuseirrg questions of mutual interest.
Woman is like a flower and needs
genial want:nth an4 congenial sur-
rotmdings to bring out h-er best
points. Man, like the oak, may be
hardened and ,tempered by the cold
winds of adversity—though not all
men can stand this very severe test;
but undoubtedly warmth, physical
and sentimental, is wanted to allow
the fair sex to bloom fotth in all its
delicate beauties of mind, body andff,,
spirit—The *nee* „ . •
.alarlaarb 
MOTHER AND SCHOOL BOARD'S ;EXPIRED WITH st
S ARRESTd. CALLED SESSION HEART TROUBLE
SUE EGGLESTON AND HER TONIGHT DEAL WILL BE MR. HOWARD CALDWELL
' BOY COOTS, BOTH CLOSED WITH THE ODD PASSED AWAY AT RIVER-
WARRANTED FELLOWS. SIDE HOSPITAL.
Samuel Baker, Candidate for City
Jailer, Charged With Abusing
Mrs. Ranie Smith—Other
Matters.
Sue Eggleston and her on, Coots,
surrendered to Lieutenant Thomas
Potter last evening and were recog-
nized for their appearance thinineorri-
ing in the police court, the woman
to answer to the charge of running
a bawdy house and the boy to the
charge of whipping Lottie Schroeder.
The Eggleston woman resides near
the South Side fire department at
Fourth and Elizabeth streets, and ran
a dive on West Court street until a
few days after John Mix was killed,
the fighting resulting in the death
starting at her place which she was
compelled to close. Yesterday her
son Coots got into a fight with Lot -
tie Schroeder, and the latter then got
out a warrant against the mother,
and also the son.
Candidate Warranted.
Samuel Laker, one of the candi-
dates for city jailer, was warranted
yesterday by Mrs. Ranie Smith on the
charge of threatening to hit her with
a coal bucket, and also with using
profane and abusive Language. The
families of these people live on Lin-
coln avenue and an argument arose
Over a VMS( Or something of the
kind, when Mrs. Smith contends that
Eaker threatened her and used the
bad language. The warrant was taken
out before Magistrate John J.
isho has not yet ,et the case for
trial.
Lady's Watch Lost.
Mrs If C. King yesterday netified
the police department that she had
lost her gold watch some place on
the streets.
Drunk and Disorderly.
Officer fame, Clark arrested Ed-
ward Norman yesterday on the
charge of being drunk and disorderly.
Boy is Missing.
Harry Edmonds of Broad street
left home Monday and bag not been
seen since. His parents thought be
just went off for a °few days and
would 1ft them hear from him, but
receiving no word, they asked the
police to see if they can locate the
lad, who; seventeen years of age and
a good little fellow.
Liberty Short-Lived.
officer John Lewis of Moyfield has
come here and gotten Phil Skinner.
colored, who was carried back to that
city to stand trial of the charge of
throwing a rock through Jeweler B.
C. Bowden's window, and stealing
four watehes Skinner was arrested
two weeks ago in Owensboro, and
brought back to Paducah on the
charge of stealing a suit of clothing
from Fireman Otho Hamilton, and
another snit from G. W. Slaughter
The grand jury dismissed both these
charges, and when Skinner was let
out of the county jail he was nabbed
at the door by the Mayfield police-
man, who took him back there.
INTRRESTING ITEM.
The native; of Ushahi wear hats
made from the glens of lions.
Although South etintleica has
about twice the area of the United
States, it has only half the popula-
tion.
In South Australia it costs the rail-
ways Vics000 a year to remove the
vegetation which grows on the per-
nament ways.
The late Thomas Bailey Aldrich
was not only a member of the Play-
ers' club, but he was the member to
whom the organization owes its
name.
There is an old saying that in En-
gland the wife is the queen, in France
the companion and in Italy the slave.
--London Outlook.
Queen Alexandra is but one of the
many royal ladies who bear the name
of "Alex." Her two nieces Princess
Alexandra of Hesse, who is the wid-
ow of the Grand Duke Sergius of
Russia, and the present Czarina of
RU6612, are both known as
About forty employes or the New
York, New Haven and Hartford Rail-
road have been retired on pensions.
The men so retired have been in the
employ of the conapany from thirty-
five to forty years, and will now re-
ceive from $6 to $7 a week for the
remainder of their lives.
Ransford D. guidon:tan of Worces-
ter, Mass., recently appointed naval
adviser to the Sultan of Turkey, is
now in comeniand of the fleet which
guard, the Boephortuo and the Dar-
danelles, with the rank of admiral.
Hie first experience as a sailor was
gained on the great lakes, where he
was a cabin boy. Now, at 40, he 7s
an admiral
Large Crowd Witnessed the Fine
Minstrel Given by the High
School Students.
This evening the echoed beard will
hold a special session at the Wash-
ington building on West Broadway
for the purpose of closing up tile
with the Odd Fellows whereby to the
latter is sold the Longfellow build-
ing and grounds on Fifth and Ken-
tucky avenue. The trustees will also
hear the report from the committee
having in charge the question of get-
ting a site for the new building to
go up on the South Side, and also
the coninittee gelting up the plans
and specifications for the new struc-
ture to go up on North Twelfth
street. There will also be ratified
the contract with Professor John
Carnagey. the new superintendent
who takes charge of the schools the
first of next August.
High School Minstrel.
The Washington building auditor-
ium was filled last night by a large
crowd attending the minstrel gVen
by the high school students, who
netted quite a snug sum of money
that will go towards paying for the
handsome annual issue being gotten
out of the school paper, the Ishkoo-
dale The young people showed
themselves of no poor talent, their
jokes and amusing features being of
a happy catchy and pointed nature_
The young people having charge of
the minstrel will give a matinee this
afternoon at ajo o'clock at the audi-
torium for especial benefit of the
children, all of whom are cordially
invited to attend. as the charge is




Bowling Green Council Orders Places
to Refuse Chillren and Women
Admittance.
Howling Coven, Ky., April 17—The
city council last night passel a very
strenuous law regulating saloons
Mayor Wilson signed the ordinance
and it became effective tolay. A fine
i ts provided for a boy under age Ofa woman to enter a saloon, ant aheavy penalty on the proprietor for
allowing either in his house
It provides that there shall be solid
walls between places where whiskey
:s sold and adjoining room and that
partitions must be removed showing
ctilew!lole 
interior of the room when
losed 
KANSAS TO OUST BREWERIES
&sits Brought to Confiscate Prop-
I Under the Kansas statutes an un-licensed corporation can not ownproperty in the statecrf Kansas. That
being the case, if these suits are suc-
cessful the brewing corrvpsnies will be
hit hard in towns where they are
doing a wholesale business. The law
rives the state the right to confiscate
all of their property. In Kansas
City, Leavenworth and Atchison the
brewing companies own much valu-
able property.
Attorney General Jackson has
brought his suits on two grounds.
i
The first is that the brewing cornea-
nies are unlicensed corporations; that
ther have no right to transact bust-
'ness in Kansas, and the second is
that they are transacting an illegiti-
mate business.
LONGS FOR REST OF JAIL,
Wisconsi4 Prisoner Who Escaped
Returns to Peaceful Cell.
Jeffer-on, Wis., April 18.—Because
he was homesick for his old cell
August Huttner, of Watertown, Wilt.,
who escaped from the county jail
here December 31, today gave hitt*
self up to Sheriff Bullwinkel.
He escaped while a heating plant
was being put into the Jail. :Butt-
ner stabbed Jacob Hefty, over a game
of cards
Huttner said that at first he did
not mind being at liberty, but finally
h e i k f his 11, e gr w eo omes c or cell and
tits peace and quiet that he was
AD'intRTTfilt IN _TIER Fircrs-rER -forced by an unseen and mysterious
AND GM NROULTIlk , powcr 'fo return.
Was Mail Agent Aboard the Steamer
John S. Hopkns. and Stricken
While En Route Heft
Last Night.
Mr. Howard Caldwell. th* United
States mail agent between %ere and
FoOneville. ono the steamer John S.
Itopkins, aiod last night 10:30
o'clock at Riverside hospital with
loan trouble, from which he has suf-
fered for quite while. After death
his body was traruderred to the Guy
Nance & Son undertaking Atablisio
mem of South Third Street to be held
ecAdlitew eelatives at
Ity, twenty
inflee above this. elt'Y'012 the Ohio
ris:er. et
Mr. Caldwell has been a sufferer
from efecticio ot tOlean and sev-
eral times before was overcome with
serious 4tkaelcs of this vital organ,
and although al..ssys recovering, was
never entirely cured of the 
ddisease.I as( evening while the steamboat
was at Ncw Ill., between
here and Colconda, he was again
stricken and his condition rendered
quite precarious from the outset. The
steamer rushed on here with him.
and arriving at the wharf he was
hurried to the hospital in Nance's
ambulance, but died in a few minutes
after reaching that institution. The
remains were then taken to the under-
taker's establishment.
The boat rehwnerl to Evansville
early this morning, and reaching
Birdsville, eill notify the dead man',
mother of the fate overtaking him. /
The relatives will then cnnie after the
remains.'
Mr. Caldwell was about thirty-five
years of age and one of the most
Popular mail agents ever on the river.
He had been on the Hopkins for
the past two years and was highly
thought of by everybody lie was
a hunchback, a very congeniel and
‘ociable young fellow, and leaves
many friends to mourn his death. He-
wes single and is survived by a wid-
owed mother, ard other relatives
WOMEN SCORED BY CHIMP
Says Seattle Wives Neglect Children
and Henpeck Husbands.
Seattle, Weeb , April i&—Thc re-
port of Chief of Police Wapperoteia
declares that Seattle is filled with
henpecked husbands. The chief's
outburst followed, as interview lb*
gave blaming the mothers of Seattle
ler the epidemic of crime among chil-
dren. The police chief seated that
the Seattle women were too busy
with club life and social fuections
to take care of their children
This declaration called down upon
hi
him a vindictive attack by the 
cluberty of Certain Corporations. leaders, which the chid parried. H.
says that scores of heepecked has-
Topeka, Kan.. April tit—Attorney- hands have cotturiended him for
General F. S. Jackson today started stand
proceedings in the supreme court "They," says the chief of the hen-
against six brewing and liquor corn- I pecked ones. "haven't the courage to
parties operating in Kansas wiih a I put their feet down firmly and de-
direct intention of causing all prop- mand that their wives desert the
erty of the defendant corporations in dubs and care for their children, but
Kansas to be declared forfeited to they dance with joy. when someoes
the state. The appointment of re- clic will do it.
ceivers for the property is also asked "They tell me they are tickled to
for, death because public attention has
If the caeee are successful all brew- been called to the women's actions,
ing and liquor concerns doing a but they are afraid to do it them-
wholesale business in Kansas will be selves."
adstripped 
personal. 
cr ftheir property, both real The p ubc,lice chief denounced the cl 
women for remaining at their social
meetings until 5:30 p. rra or later,
hurrying to a delicatessen and carry-
ing home a prepared meal.
"It would be a source of joy to
many husbands if they could again
get a meal like they used to have be-
forc wifey became addicted to bridge
whist, cinch and the round of after-
noon social eagagussods. This deli-
catessen habit is almost as serious as
the neglect of children," says the po-
lice chief.
A newly imported wood, used foe
high-claw cabinet and piano work
work, is the Tasmanian myrtle. It is
of a rich pink color, moderately hard
































































































FOULARD SILK PRINCESS STREET OR HOUSE DRESSES
IN BEAUTIFUL COLORS ARE BEING SHOWN NOW AT
•
317 BROADWAY
NEW STYLES IN VOILE SKIRTS. THE MOST IMPROVED
IDEAS IN SILK AND PANAMA SKIRTS AND LOW PRICES
PREVAIL ON SUITS.
a ttUttiliiitetUttUtitintilllaU
NEWS IN BRIEF. u
--Judge L D. Husbands is able to
be at his law office swain. after a
week's confinement, caused by stumb-
ling upon the sidewalk and falling,
an upraised brick striking and injut-
ing his side painfully.
—Mrs. George Holiday is quite ill
with asthma at their home on South
Sixth street. • saRialli
--Manager W. J. Jeffries of the
Independent Telephone company re-
turned last night from ettending the
meeting at Louisville of independent
chanic R. J. Turnbull of the I. C.
shops here, is preparing tu resign
and take a position with another rail-
road. lie left yesterday with les fam-
ily to visit in Jamestown. to return
in a few damn None of the officials
here know of his contemplated resig-
nation. So they state
—Mot. limey Singery of South
Fifth is convalescing from a long
illness that resulted in an operation.
—11ra James M. Browne is very
low at her home, 1019 Madison
street. She has been in wretched
health for several yews.
--A special musical service has
been arranged for next Sunday even-
Mg at the First Christian church.
V 
her. Owen Tully will preside at the
organ.
—A little boy en route through the
I. C yards to school yesterday morn-
ing. stood for a moment beside the
cinder pit, and a revolving coal hoist
was dropping on him from behind
when Special Officer Dick Tolbert
noticed the lad and grabbed hine_out
of the way just as the hoist fell' to
the ground. It would have killed
the little fellow if the officer had not
jerked him out of the way
f' •
• , co I
ANNIVERSARY OF QUAKE
OBSERVED IN FRISCO
San Francisco, April i&—One year
ago today occurred the terrible
earthquake and subsequent fire which
coat 456 lives and reduced the fair-
est portion of San Francisco to an
unsightly heap of ruins There were
/nary reminders today of the anniver-
sary. Flags at half mast were dis-
played on many buildings and graves
of the victims in the local erne-
eteriea were decorated In all the
churches exercises were held in mem-
ory of the victims of the calamity
and in thanksgiving for the marvel-
ous recovery of the city within 12
months' time. The day was likewise






Good cigars are not all im-
ported.
Imported cigars are not all
good.
However, every cigar we
keep—whether imported or de-









Rev. Calvin M. Thompson yester-
day returned from attendug the
Bible Institute at Murray.
Mrs. Mac Rieke and daughter, Mr*.
John W. Scott, have gone to visit in
St. Louis, where Mr. Scott joins
them Sunday.
Miss leey Lee Wadlington, of
Newbern, Tenn., is visiting here.
Miss Bertha Seamus, of Merniphie,
has arrived and entered the training
school at Riverside hospital.
Mrs. Max Hecht, of St. Louis, is
visitiag her sister, Mrs. James
stelephoue .iperators from over the weak.
state. Aim Florence McAdoo hae re-
-This afternoon at 3 &clock the turned from visiting her sister, Mrs
Ladies' Mite society of the First Bee- R. If. Poore, of Mayfield.
tist church meets with Mrs. Phil If. Mrs. P. D. Warren, of Chicago, is
• Stewart of se5 North Ninth street. visiting Mrs. William Brainerd.
—It is rumored that Master Me- I Mile; Etta Earle Washburn has re-
turned home after a three weeks' vis-
it to hr sister, Mrs Jessie 'Nichols
of Bardwell,
Mr Luther Moss and bride, nee
Miss Ruth Brandon, arrived yester-
day morning from Memphis, where
they were inerried the evening be-
fore.
hlr Thomas Davis, the well ancient
Smithland merchant, is in the city
on business.
Mr Frank Seits of Terre Haute.
is visiting his uncle. Justice
John J. Bleich of Clark near Ninth
street.
Hon. Hal S. Corbett returnel yes-
terday from St. Louis.
Mrs. N. S. Ross of Dover. Tenn.,
and Miss Doxie Thomas of Cumber-
!anl City. Tenn.. are visiting the for-
mer's son, Hon. J. S. Ross, the at-
torney, of North Fifth,
Mr. Clem J Bleich of Jackson.
Tenn is spending a few lays with
his parents, Mr. and MTS. John J.
Bleich of Clark street The former
is convalescing from a siege with
chills aid fever. His wife is sojourn-
ing at hot Siprings, Ark., for her
health
Manager Thomas Roberts of the
Kentucky theatre returnel yestcrlay
from visiting his mother in Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. W N. Whitney of
Covington. Tenn., arrivel yesterday
to visit at Hotel Craig their daughter,
Mrs. W S. Alden, wife of the assis-
tant city engineer. Mr Whitney is
enr uote home from attendne the
Knights of Honor grand lodge meet-
ing at Nhashville lie has been the
representative of the I. C. railroad
at Covington for thirty years.
Mr. A. G. Brown, of Ceredo, W
Va., returned home yesterday after
visiting his brother, Deputy United
States Marshal Wade Brown
Mr. Iliobeen L.! Reeves 1 returned
from Lexington, Frankfort and Louis
ville last night.
Mr. J. Is Harrington has gone to
'NashivIle, Tenn., to attend the bed-
side of hri sick mother.
RAILROAD TELEPHONE.
The Illinois Central Has Nearly
Completed Its Private System.
The Illinois Central is finishing the
last link of the telephone system
which will connect all cities, stations
and offices on' ttie main and branch
lines with the headquarters in Chi-
cago. The stretching of the tele-
phone wires has now progressed over
about So) miles, between Chicago and
New Orleans, and, in a few weeks,
work will be finished ore the seventy-'
five-mile link to New Orleans.
There will be direct lines from
Chicago to Sal. Louis. Chicago to In-
dianapolis, Chicago to Louisville,
Chicago to Nashville, Memphis and
New Orleans, and Chicago to St. Paul
Minneapolis, Sioux Falls, Sioux City
and Omaha. The whole system will
have telephone connections with
headquarters by the lines to the cities
mentioned.
The-.sertice will be employed by
the operating and traffic, as well a;
the executive departments. It will
be an important accessory to in
-,ignzling. The copper wires used
weigh' pounds to the mile.
The mate who dares not fail will
surety do it.
the discretion of the ordinance com-
mittee andi city 'solicitor which strin-
gent clauses to incorporate in the
new hill, and then if it is netoebVtd
enough when presented to the' nil
boards for adoption it will tie reme-
died wherever deemed necessary.
All the aldernwn were in their seats
last night, Hubbard, Clumblin, Stew-
art, Baker, Smith, Hannan, Hank and
Pahnet
The ordinance committee was di-
rected to bring in a new latv compell-
ing everybody owning property in-
side the sanitary sewerage district
No. 2 now being constructed to con-
nect laterals to the main sewer. The
city engineer asked that this law be
adopted so that when the streets are
bricked and sidewallaa made of con-
crete at any place there will then hs
no need thereafter of 'tearing up the
reconstructed street and sidewalk for
the purpose of laying these laterals.
which. i: put down now, will obviate
this tearing up. At the request OF
the city engineer it was also directed
that an ordinance be brought in com-
pelling every property owner to make
new gas and water connections to
the gas and water mains beneath the
street. These new gas and water
connections are to be made along
Broadway and Jefferson. going west
from Ninth, so that when tits con-
crete pavements are built they will
not have to be torn up for years to
come for the purpose of renewing
the gas and water connections. A
penalty will be fixed for punishment
of every property owner refusing to
make these connections anew, or ran
the sewer laterals up to the line divid-
ing private property from. public
pavements.
The aldermen ratified the sale of
Oak Grove cemetery lots to Sarah
Weal's and Frank Fetter and grant-
ed Georgia Sherwin permission to
transfer one-half of her OA Grove
lot to J. R. and Nannie Coboarre
C. F. Blacknall was permitted to
transfer his saloon license from his
old stand at 204 South Ninth street
to 1533 Broad street, where he will
open.
Jewell Brothers were given a li-
cense to open their saloan at TOOT
North Sixth.
To the fire committe for consider-
ation was passed the request of City
Electrician W. J. McPherson that his
$75 monthly salary be raised to $too
per month.
The request of First F tr ee t prop-
erty owners was granted that instead
of building concrete sidewalks on the
east side of First from Broadway to
Washington that the pavements be
dispensed with and I. C. railroad per-
mitted to move its tracks from the
center of First over on the east side
where the pavements would ordinarily,
run and then the paving brick be run
eight feet beyond the center of the
CITY PHYSICIAN WILL BE
COMPELLED HEREAFTER
ALDERMEN ORDERED ORDINANCE REVISING THE DUTIES SO
DR WILLIAMSON WILL HAVE TO ANSWER CALLS, OR
STAND PUNISH M ENT—W ES T JEFFERSON STREET AND
SOUTH TENTH STREET TO BE CONVERTED INTO BOULE-
VARDS WITH PARKS IN CENTER—CITY'S COST WILL BE
SroeS5 OF STREET WORK ALREADY OUTLINED.
In order that City Physician Harry highway over towards the east sale.
IWilliamson will be "compelled" to Clerk Bailey. to notify the board ef
respond when summoned by an3r city works of the change made so the
official to attend ailing people cocaine Weer can see k ia earsied out ise the. 
underthe attention of the municipal reconstruction work that is per-
officeholders last night the alderaten formed under supervision. of the
ordered that a new. ordinance be
brought in for immediate enactment
revising the old measure under which
the city physician has been working.
The aldermen suggested that the new ing 50 rent, 
I 
adinisaion or, above shall
law be "made strong" so that here- pay a licn lieie of $50 tir day to show
after City Physician Williamson will here, while those charging nmission
be made to act, no matter whether of anything under 5o cents pay a ii-
he thinks it is necessary or not. cense o! any sum the mayor may fix
Several weeks ago Mr. Otho Fisher ' . •ween $25 and $50 per day to per-
was brought. to the city hall in a i' ern in Paducah.
dying condition with alcoholism ann Adoption was given the ordinance
the city physician telephoned severe! eviding that Tenth street be grad-
limes 10 come down and treat de. ' and graveled from husband, to
young man, but Dr. Williamson re- l.zabeth streets within five months
fused to do so, and inside of forty- . ,e-r the contract is let. .
five mimics the unfortunate young First passage was given the bill
fellow died. Charges were preferred teacing the salary of the city engi-
against the city physician and he neer at $2,100 annually, effective after
cleared himself on trial upon the the first of next January.
technical ground that the ordinance Back to the joint street committee
prescribed he must wait on the "in- for investigation was referred the or-
dirent iic14" which meal" Perl4ms dinance calling for grading and gray-
unable to pay for medical attention. Wing South Fifth from Elizabeth to
It was shown that Mr. Fislned Broad street. Some costly fills will
property, hence was not aiper or have to be constructed through the"indigent person," but in clearing hollow along the right-of-way and
him the majority of the aldermen, the probable expense needed for this
who constituted the trial body, repel- work will be looked into.mended Williamson and now order
The News-Democrat, an afternoonthat the taw be so amended that
Williamson will have to r d to Paper, is preparingto get out a 65-
board of works..
Tirst and second adoption was
ivn the ordinance alipelating that
circuses and wild artist shows charg-
calls whenever sent him ,. page issue giving. views of different
instances by any city officia not buildings here and general write-ups
'if Paducah That paper presented athe mayor alone, as provide for in
the old measure. The revised law letter asking the city to donate $acto
dwill provide for a severe punishment to help pay for the exrta edition an 
the request was handed to the financeof the physician if he refuses to do
as ordered. The aldermen iit.Order- committee for consideration.
ing the new law law night left it to Mayor Yeiser stated that Taylor
Fisher, of the What Kentucky era,
company, came to him yesterday and
complained vigorously about the er-
roneous manner in which the city
scales weighs wagons and other
things. Mr. Fisher stated that one
of their wagons weighed only goo
pounds on other scales over the city
while ;he city scales showed the
wagon weihgc-d 200 pounds more.
Mr. Fisher wanted the scales fixed op
proper weights cowl be gotten, and
the aldermen ordered the public im-
provement committee to see about
peptting the scales in right condition.
-.The mayor handed back to the
aldermen a letter from the board of
public works; stating that the ordi-
nance adopted giving the D. A. R.
privilege to erect a public drinking
fountain at the Broadway entrance
to the public market provided that no
more space than ten feet square
should be taken up by the fountain
so as not to interfere with the cxit
of the market. The board of works
said it was irreaosstble to put the
fountan in this mull space, hence
passed the matter track for further
consideration by the aldermen, who
referred the proposition to the city
engineer to see about it.
The jolt. street committee was
directed to see about going the
right-of-way from private property
owners so Jackson street could be
extended and graveled from Guthrie
avenue to the city limits. The coun-
cil had ordered the extension made
and passed the mutter to the board
of works, which body discovered the
city did not own the right-of-way.
hence the proposition is handed back
for this to be secured.
The request of the board of works
was granted that the latter be per-
mitted to take $5,000 fire insurance
out on the market house building.
The aldermen ratified the action of
the board of works in letting Agents
Bebout & Smith iesue the liability in-
surance policy on the city's electric
light plant. The policy indemnifies
the city to the extent of Vo,000 in
case anyone gets killed or hurt by
the electric wires and successful dam-
age suits are instittated against the
municipality. Hummel Bros. had the
policy last year, but Bebout & Stnittl
charged a lower rate and got it for
this year from the board of worias.
Hummel then laid before the general
council a proposition to cut the rate
still lower than Bebout & Smith, but
knowing the board of works dis-
charged its duty properly, the coun-
cil referred Hummers proposition to
that body, Now the board of works
reports back that Bebout & Smith
made the lowest rate on figures being
called for from all the agents, and
they got the policy. The board ca
works' action was heartily concurred
in and Hurainel's second slash at
rates ignored by the aldermen.
The-e was referred to the street
committee, ordinance committee, city
engineer and public parla commission-
ers the quetion of drafting ordinance
empowering the construction of con
crete curb and gutters on West Jef-
ferson street from Fountain avenue
to the city limits,' while grassy plots
will be placed on both sides of the
street car track and handsome drive-
ways between the plots and side-
walks, thereby combining a' hand-
some boulevard with beautiful park
arrangements. President D. G. Mur-
rell of the park commissioner/ ad-
dressed the aldermen along this line,
'bowing that the property owner
and street car company will pay for
the curb and guttering, help with
the grase plots and driveways and
render every aid to beautify that
thoroughfare, which will be con-
tinued on out beyond the city limits
by the private property owners, lead-
ing through to Gregory Heights. The
commissioners and committees will
hold a conference and decide on ex-
actly what they want and report
back. President Murrell also brougle
up the mater of building a park in
the center of Tenth between Broad-
way and Kentucky and a resolution
permitting this was adopted, the ex-
pense to conic out of the park fund.
Collo-. t side% Aka will along
both aides of the pr, Tose d thorough-
fare.
Bills amounting to $2,961.95 were
allowed.
At first of this year $33,000 was
set aside for 'the street department
this year. In order to obviate the
possibility of being a deficit at the
end of the year in this department,
and the board plunge headlong into
costly improvements without consid-
ering the costs, the board of public
works several weeks ago requested
the general council to figure out how
much of this $33.000 was to be used
in paying the city's part of new street
and sidewalk work, so it would be
known what stint was available, there-
fore they could guage the other ex-
penses to be made and keep within
the appropriation and avoid a repetit-
ion of last years incident, when the
republicans left $45.00o deficit for the
present democratic boards to pay off.
The street committee last night filed
a report showing that it would cost
the city $12.755 to pay its part of
street work, some of which ordi-
nances are in contemplation for the
balance. Ordinances have already
been adopted for concrete sidewalks
ou Broadway from Eteventh good authority, $1uo,coo is said
Twenty-fifth; Fourth from Nbrton to Ito be the sum agreed upon as Lawyer
Husbands; Farley street from Meyersi Delmas' ice, with an added bonus in
to Clements; Fountain avenue from rase of an acquittal. The fees of...At-
Broadway to Jefferaon, and for gray- tor o Daneys Gleason, If
cling the tatter highways; Boyd from O'Rielly and Peabody probably will
Sixth to Seventh; Bloom and Paxton foot up $efecoo more. Of this
streets; 'Guthrie avenue and Nineteen-
th street. and Fifth from Elizabeth
to Broad. The city pays for the
work done at the street corners and
where an alley is passed. The city's
part for these mentioned thorough-
fares will be Use°, while the city%
portion will be *ties in paying for
the corners and alleys on the follow-
ing work, ordinancea authorizing
which were ordered brought in for
adoption. Concrete pavements, curb
and guttering on Ohio from Third
to Thirteenth, Tennessee from Third
to Twelfth. Fourth from Clay to
Trimble. Fifth from Clay to Trimble.
Eighth from Washington to Tennes-
see, while Thirteenth from Flournoy
to Terrell, and Fin'ey from Seventh
to Eighth will be graveled.
As it will take about ;moo° to
maintain the street department there
is left about Smoot) yet, out of which
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eeventh and Jacksoon Sts.
then adjourned
Divorced and Weds Fortner Husband
Omaha. Neb., April 18.—We. Eliza
beth Brarstetter. of Havelock, was
weaned a divorce in court and at
once married A. J. Young, from
whom she was divorced twenty years
ago
tt ht tt el it la nt
U COST OF THAW TRIAL. 4.
U U it 32 ti it it St It 13 it it PI
1iN, bile it is impossible to figuie
the cost of the trial indirectly the
cost directly is not beyond a reason-
able estimate. This. may be placed
at fully $235,000. And yet there wits
a mistrial. The laws are indeed 3
costly protection to the people.
Many estimates of the cost of the
Thaw trial have been published, but
most of them were greatly exagge-
rated. The cost to' the county is a
matter of record and is now put at
$714.686. The cost to the Thaw family
was much greater. It has been esti-
mated as high as $1,000,00ce but, a
cere.ul review of the ease liaa re-
sulted .in a total ui about $235.000.
Expert testimony probably cost the
Thaws $45,000. It is said that Dr.
Evans alone received $toosocs for the
test:mony which added "brainstorm'"
to the vocabulary of the alienists
Attorneys fees are estimated at
tr.p.000. Opinions regarding the
stipend of Lawyer Delmas ranged all
the way from $5o.000 to $too.000. Ac-
coedit* to our report. half of the
largest sum has been paid him already.
Hartridge will get about $15,o. The
expenses of Black, Olcott anl Gruber,
originally retained to defend Thaw are
estimated at not less than $20,000.
Expenses of detectives, traveling
expenses oi specal sleuths. ets-. Sle-
eve
Special meals for prisoner. $1,5co:
traveling expenses from Europe .4
members of the family, $1,000.
Cables, telegrams, messengers. cat''.
etc., $a 500.
Tracing up testimony regardng
White's past life, the money expended
in the tenderloin among the misfit
voracious of humanity, $5.000 $t 2.-
000.
The district attorney's office esti-
mates the cost to the county at $30.-
000. but omits salaries and certain-
fees paid from general funds.—Ex.
FIRST .DEFENDERS. REUNION.
Pottsville, Pa.. April t8.—The Na-
tional First Defeixlers' Association
held their annual reunion here today
in commemoration of the forty-sixth'
anniversary of their marching through
Baltimore to the defense of the na-
tional capital. There were originally
five cotzmanies, two from Potteville
and one each from Alentown atel
Lewiston, konatitutinei a personnel
of 53o men, which has now dwindled
to a total of less than too survivor,.
Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON REQUEST
S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE elloa NEW 743. 326-28 S. 3rd St,
Best Kentucky ancliIllinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement
"1St KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM
-if i









biecause it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
hoes match.
Third.
egligee shirts 'with buttons
arr ironed perfectly and with-
ou: injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
jug.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
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ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET CO.
The cheapest and best excur-
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table.
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in
;or other itiformation apply to
JAMES KOGER, Supt.





Continuous Passage, $4.00, Unlimited
Ticket, $5 oo. Meals and Berth
Included
Round Trip to Cairo,
p.,rty of five or over, $t est each, with-
civet meals; $acio with meals,
Good music on all Otte boats. For
further particulars 'Cr
B. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pus-
enger Agent. Phone 33.
11.1. RIVERS. M. D.
Office, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1. 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing. 523 1-2 Broadway.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523 1-2 Broadway. New Phone 490;
Old Phone 1487 R.
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance. Corporation









OFFICES: Renton. Ky., rear
of Marshall County: Paducah,
zoi Fraternity Building.
New Phone rid. Old Phone




It has often ben asked how much
influence the wife of a public man
bears on his political career. This ie
hard to estimate; but this much is
certain: The man who collies to
Washington, either as a member of
congress or in some other branch of
the government, where his position
is one of prominence, is very unfor-
tunate if his wife is not one whom
he can trust to make her own way
socially. Not necessarily being a
great social Success, but capable of
mingling with the average woman at
the national capital. For, in spite
of the fact that a small percentage of
society looks leniently upon the mar-
ried couple who are seldom seen in
public together, the average sou.ud
American believes in the comrade-
ship of man and wife.
But when we sum up tine question
of the influence of women in state-
craft we quote as exceptions cases
such as the Storer and the Townley
affair, and pass the judgment that,
on the whole, the influence of wom-
an in statecraft is for good. Being
impulsive, she is apt to make mis-
takes now and then which cause the
more lcgical males to laugh at her:
but as a rule she is pretty sure of
her footing before she attempts to





Wealth the Standard of Success.
(Chicago Examiner.)
"For some time he has imagined he
was a failure in life because he had
not already amassed a vast fortune
in the two years he had been out of
school. Ile seemed to- think he
could become a Frick or a Carnegie
in a day."
These are the face recited by a rel-
ative to throw light on the despond-
ency which caused a young Pittsburg
man to shoot himself the other day.
The latter had what most men lack.
He lived in a magnificent home. The
financial veoreies that beset the aver-
age man did not exist for him. The
prospect of an easy career opened it-
self before him. Yet, in a fit of mad
impatience. he nearly took the life
that was given him for noble ends
alone. He did it as a spoiled child
destroys a plaything uhich lute ceav-
sel to amuse.
The uncles words contain food for
much reflection. They show the
young man to be not an isolated case,
but, in one respect at least, a type.
How many other men in this world.
eider men, have the same ignoble
standard of success which was cher-
ished by this frenzied youth. How
many feel that if one does not amass
wealth life is a failure' Too many
by far. They may not kill them-
selves, even when most keenly prick-
ed with a eense of failure The love
of life outweigh' much despair. But
they cling, in spite of inner and out-
er voices. to the gross delusion that
it is mere money which measure*
success.
That young mans false concep-
tion of the real values of life may
quickly result in death. The same
conception, if a man retain it long
unmodified, leads in many to a do-
es-se of the soul, of the heart, that is,
wnen rightly judged, more terrible
than loss of life itself. In the end it
makes a man selfish beyond all meas-
ure. It makes him disregard the
rights of coheres. Under its domina-
tion even-the law of the land becomes
merely a barrier to be cunningly ov-
er-leaped, if it can be donc with com-
parative safety—whenever it stands
in the way of gain. The finer impul-
ses of heart and mind, which should
make themselves felt in social and
business relations, shrivel to an in-
stinct of cold and selfish calculation.
The last state of such a man, how-
ever lie may plume himself on his
self-styled, sometimes even world-
styled ereccess, is a thousand-fold
woise than the first.
Money is good. But is is not the
only good. It 15 not the highest
good. Compared with other things
  it becomes a trifle in value. The
young men who does not recognize
the service it yields., the wisdom of
frugality, the opportunities which are
often unlocked.by a reasonable sum
of it—usually a very small amount—
is making a mistake. But if he veers
too jar to the other side, and allows
the acquisition of money to become
his sole anibition, the Master of his
'sole ambition, the master of his
thought, he is making a mistake in-
finitely greater. He is condemning
the "immortal part of himself." When
the spirit suicides it is a slower pro-
cess.than that svhich nearly gave the
seeteig man no death the other day.
lint it is equally sure.
For the rashness of youth. which
is largely responsible for the start-
ling act in the Pittsburg theater, no
one can have any feeling but' pro-
found ply. Youth ie ton often rash.
It would nee he youth if it were not.
But for the wrong ideal of success
of which he was the victim right-




Bank , draw from his
Ky.. be mistaleen.
484R/ If this world ie not God's world
no other world will he.
with mines to think.
and eyes to see will
case a warning not to
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER The he-st, way to talk of love to
God is by labOr far was.
AND UT RESULTS.




New York, April Oh—Miss Ethel .
with the work on account of two wo-
aod said that he could not go on
when Judkins, the foreman, came in
.lemetment of the Pleasant Valley
Flectee road was greatly disturbed
The manager of the construction 1
G. Rockefeller was married th s af-
men t:nd a baby.ternoon to Mareellus Hartley podge, 
"Well," said the manager, "that isat the Rockefeller home in Fifth av-
enue. The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mee. William Rockefeller.
and a niece of John 13. Rockefeller
The Bridegroom is a -. cm of the late
The foreman went out with aNorman W. Dodge and grandson of 
smile on his face and the young men-the late Marceline- Hartley. Though a
ger followed him to where the conthe marriage is one of minions to 
struction of the road had come tomillions it is understood to have
been a love match pure and simple. a "In".as the young people have known front of a dilapidated structure
each other ever sioce childhood, was seated a girl, rocking a baby.
For two hours before th core- Back of her, sitting on the low step,e asw a weary-looking. woman.moo-crowds began to gather in I —
front of the Rockefeller mansion andi 
elle manager approached her and
the services of a number of police
were brought into requisition to keep
the sidewalks and the roadway clear.
For a considerable time there was
nothing to reward the patience of the
crowd. One of the first carriages to
arrive contained' the Rev. Dr. Ernest
M'. Stiree, of St. Thomas's church,
who was to perform the ceremony.
Then in rapid succession rode up the
handsome equipages with the invit-
ed guests. These eere mostly rela-
tives and close personal friends of
the two families. Though it was de-
limed to have the wedding otricfly
private, owing to Mr. Dodge being
in mourning, there were no fewer
than one hundred guests present.
The wedding was performed in the
spacious drawing room of the man-
sion. The room was tastefully but
not elaborately decorated. The man-
tle-pieces, window sills, and curved
iwoks ii the drawine room were
banked eith" bridal roses, Easter lil-
ie5 and lilies of the valley A string
orchestra stationed on the opposite
side of the main hall burst forth in
a soft melody as the bridal party de-
scended the stairs.
The bride entered the wedding par-
lor on the arm of her father. Oth-
ers included in the family party were
Mr. and Mrs. John D Rockefeller,
Mr. and ktvit. John D. Rockefeller,
Jr, No. and Mrs. Parnalee Prentice
and Mr. and Mrs. Harold McCor-
mick. •
The Bride's Gown.
The bride's gown was* rich and
simple, white satin with a long train.
Fine point lace enriched the waist.
The only ornament worn was a pearl
and diamond brooch. She carried a
bouquet of lilies of the valley.
The Episcopal marriage sers ice
was used, occupying scarcely more
than a quarter of an hour The bride
had as her maid of honor Miss Anna
Bush of Tarrytown. and Barnett Lef-
ferts ea. Mr Dodge', best man
ili:hheecr ec were no t)ride‘maids and no
After the ceremony the bridal cou-
ple at. once proceeded to a second
parlor where they received the ono
gratulation.% of the guests After the
wedding breakfast which was on the
buffet order, the happy couple de-
parted for the Rockefeller ((misery
residence Shortly they will sail for
Europe on their honeymoon
Bride an Heiress to Wilkie&
The bride of today is one of the
heir e  to the m eet wealth of Wil-
liam Rockefeller, her father His
holdings no man could possibly fig-
ure up. 'save Mr. Rockefeller himself
lie is a yoimger brother of John D.
'Rockefeller, head of the great Stand-
ard Oil company and all its allied in-
tercets.
She is undersitood to care very lit-
tle for what is called .1/4-ociety." and
in this respect she displays a true
characteri.tic of the Rockefeller fam-
ily. She ha e been "out" for about
six years, her mother giving her a
formal debut in IT. Her first pub-
lic appearance was at the Waldorf-
Astoria at one of the Friday cotil-
lions.
Iforeee are her hobby For fever-
al years she has been a conspicuous
frgttre at the outdoor horse shows,
where 'Inc rider and drives* herself.
She is distinctly- an outdoor girl. She
much prefers- to canter over the
Vsrestchester road than to frivol at an
afternoon tea She is decidedly good
looking, being rather petite, with
dark-brown hair and eyes and a pink
and white complexion that speaks of
early 'hours and plenty of exercise in
the open air. Her face is well-round-
ed and her figure is excellent—in fact
she is a type of the well-roomed
American girl.
Bridegroom Also Wealthy.
Yonag Mr. Dodge is estimated to
be worth anywhere from twenty to
forty manors dollars. He inherited
the vast estate from his grandfather,
the late :Marcellos Hartley. who made
his millions in. the Hartley Arms
company. Mr. Dodge attended Co-
lumbia university, where he wah ex-
tremely popular. After his gradua-
tion he invmediately set himself to
learn the details of his granfather's
business, and soon he was as familiar
with the workings of the factory at
Bridgeport as with 'his college stud-
ies. Ever since his youth he has
1st-en active in V M. C. A. world and
recently he has eontriletted liberally
in aid of the l dal settlemente oni
the East side.
Fined for Ask4g Campaign Fonda.
Peoria, Ill., pril IS. --William R.
Elliott w:is indtei today by a spe-
cial grand jury on two counts for
soliciting campaign . stsbiscriptions
from the tithed States deg service
emploose Islt..aid guilty and
w !. •
nonsense, We have the right-of-
way, and the road is going through
where it was surveyed. Ell go and
see to it myself."
said:
"Madam, are you aware that you
are obstructing the progress of ourwori
"I reckon I am That's what Su-
san is there for; that's what I am
here for. We propose to aunt your
road off to one side.'
"But. Madam, the line has been
surveyed. You will have to :twee.
Your place has been condemned.
You will be paid for it. The law—"
"Don't know any lass; she inter-
rupted, "nor don't want to. I know
that your road, esen if it it backed ,
by the president. I know that your
road can't run through our kitchen,
:urd tear up mu' yard where Jimmie
is buried."
The truant., pasted round the
shanty. Under a sainted apple tree
was a small marble slab with a few
flowers growing about it. He drew
neiir and read the words carved upon
the stone:
James Sloctine--.kged
lie saved four hundred live'
Pleasant Valley in Iwo
Jimmie was drowned.
There was a soft tone in the man-
ager's voice when he reappeared at
the from and said to the woman -
"Your son eas drowned, it sterile."
"Yes. Plume was drowned lie
rode Black Bess down the valley to
warn the folks when the big dam
busted to* in the hills. Every one
was saved. but while he was cross-
ing the bridge it went down eith him
an' Black Bete.
"We ain't never been able to buy
a 'tone for Bess The apple tree
that's over her seems a likely thing
instead of a stone."
"Madam, you will not have to move
-where is your husband?'
"Upstairs readm' the gospel
not to let Ins temper git the best of
him. He's got his shotgun, an'--'
"Well. good ;nominal- and the
manager and his men moved on.
The matter was laid before the di-
rectors, and the Pleasant Valley elec-
tric road takes a turn to the left and
rounds a small structure with a mar-
ble slab in the backyard ender a
stunted apple tree.
ore's
COULDNT BEAT UNCLE SAM.
Louisville Man Now Transacts Bus-
iness from Cell Over Phone.
Louisville. Ky.. April 18 Fetes
Ilitzer. eenteneed by Judge Walter
Evans of the federal court to serve
eight months in jail and to pay a fine
of Voo, has been given a large cell
on the third floor of the building.
where he has a telephone and trans-
acts business by wire. Bitzer a few
evert ago was worth $too,000 and hie
check on wee- bank in the city was
good for $25,00n. He wee a money
len&r, contractor, brick manufarter-
er, grocer and saloon keeper
He took a contract to widen the
mouth of the Lewisville canal for
ntecsoon. but the high water swept
away his work after he had spent
Soteoceo on it He has a claim againsot
the government in the court of claims
at Washington for about $70,000
principal and $20.000 interest, which
has been standing for fifteen years
-When Bitzer started a vinegar fac-
tory in the suburbs near Louisville
he found a way to make whisky, and
he concluded that inasmuch as the
United States government owed him
$90.0oo he would take it out of the
internal revenue bureau by not plac-
ing any stampe on his whisky. He
had proceeded about a year when In-
ternal Revenue Agent Greene of the
city swept down on him one night.
siezect his illicit still, worm and all
apparatos.
The government confiscated the
vinegar factory, the farm on wwhich i
it was located and Bitzer was forced
into bankruptcy on account of the
ninny fines and attorneys' fees he had
to pay. He pleaded guilty when his
case came up the other day and the
court gave him only eight months in
jail and a fine 'lifter feels the dis-
grace of the imprisonment worse
thany anything else. He could have
borrowed money to pay the fine. Ile
has a wife and five children depend-
ing on him, and one of his sons is a
college graduate.
Iris friends are making an effort
to have the sentence modified so that
he can pay the fine ant! resume busi-
ness. Tie will not again go into the
distilling trade. I4e has had enough
of this and shed; fears when he
thinks how foolish Ile was to buckle
tip against Uncle Sam. His attorney
is pressing his snit against the Unit,- Office Phone 369:
ed States in the court of claims at
"IT IS TVIE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG Ti- !NOS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Sellars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW.SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH







Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
Fer the Camels:ice of ow patrons and the citisens of _Pada** ms
lave pieced copies of die directories of the cities eesasd below * die leers
hag Register odic. at sal Bresderey, where the public is imbed es call
elan desiring the address of any resident of the cities eassid.
THE SIXTY CMES CONTAIN
OVER 13,090,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNIT],"
STATES.
List ot Directories on File
ALLEOMINIT cnv. PA. MANITOU. COLO.
ATI ANTA, OA. MIMPHIS, TENN.
BALTIMORE, MD. MILWAUKKE.
BOSTON, MASS MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
BELDGEPORT, CONN. NASHVILLK. T.
BRONX. N. Y. NAUGATUCK, CON/I.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. NEWARX, N. J.
BUFFALO, IL Y. NEW ALBANY, nip.
CHATTAN000A. TENN. NEW HAMS. CORM
cinCINNATI. 0. NEW ORLEANS. LA.
CHIC.A00, ILL. NZWPO/RT. KT.
CLEVELAND. 0. NSW YORK CITY.
commun. o. NORWICH. CONN.
COLORADO CITY, COLO. PADITCAH, KY.
COLORADO MINOS, COLO. PfillADIMPETA. PA.
COVINGTON, KY, RICHMOND. IND.
DAYTON, 0. RICHMOND, VA.
DIDIVER. COLO. SALT LAZE CITY, 'AE
ownsorr. NICK SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
DESTIECT OF COLUMBIA. ST. PAUL, Unix.
DULUTH. MIK ST. LOUIS, MO.
FAIRFIELD, CONN. SOUTMDOEY, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. SPIINCIPSILD, 0.
JERIPERBONTrILLE. IND. STRATFORD. COINI.
KANSAS CITT. ILA& SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
ICEOXVELLE. TOMBS), 0.
LOS ANGELIS. CAL. UTICA, N. T.
LOUISVILLE, KY. WAMUIURY, CO MW.
311110119rATTA1I. N. Y. YONKIIRS, N. X. • "
MANCHESTER. VA.








Steam and Not Water Heating.
Phone 133. 220 N. Third
1 .esoromiarfemNemewmeepstiommfee4w4w-farietiwwwwwiierwrosos
ACCIDENI INSURANCt
!Abram L Well & Co
COVERS ,A L L ACCIDENTS























We are authorizeCto announce WI
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907
We are authoeizeci to announce the
candidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary te
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
, We are authorized to ansounce the
olik/
/4 eathdaqi et Joe E. Potter fee mayor
mffijiek to the Democratic Primary to
bbe held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
011y Clerk.
We ant authorised to announce
CIO! astd Phan Bailey as • caodi
41Ma for radiation to the office of
f
ie clerk Subject to the Democratic
Pritnary to be held Thursday, May a
018,-
We are authorized to announce
Maurice M. lletrintyre as a candidate• r
f for city clerk, subject to the Demo-




We are authorised to announce the
candidacy of William 1Craes for city
tresivrer, subject to the Democratic
Printery to be held Thursday, May a.
Msg.
We are authorized to immensee the
candidacy of John W. hiclOtight for
city treasurer, subject to the Demo
creek Primary to be acid Thureday,
itty s, may.
City Attalla"
We are authorised to announce the
01111411dacy of John G Miller, Jr., for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday.
Maya. tom.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Frank A. Lucas, for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
erotic Primary to be held Thursday
May a, mots_
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of A. L. Harper for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic primary to be held Tuesday,
%fay 2, 1917.
City Assessor.
We are authorized to announce W
Stewart Dick as a candidate for re
election to the office of city assessor
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
City jailer.
We are anthorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase fir city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pei•
ovary to be held Thursday, May a
1707.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (11111y) Read for
city jailer, subject to the Democratic
ThIntary to be held Thursday, May a.
19.7.
IIME••••••=11.
We are authorized to aneounce the
caodWacy of Sam L assails for city
jailer. subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May a.
1907.
We are authorized to annousce the
candidacy of AL Ilyrnarsh for city
taller, subject to the Democratic Pri.
mary to be held Monday. May 2.
1907,
We are authorized to aranniace the
candidacy of Mann %V. Clark for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri
entry to be held Thursday, May 2.
3907.
We are authorized to arneunce the
candidacy of R. M. Mites for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Prl
nary to be held Thursday, May s.
1907.
School Troops.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Ben Weak for school
trustee front the Second ward, 'ob-
ject to the action of the city demo-
crifie primary to be held Thursday.
May 2.
H Y BUY HAND-ME-
DOWN CLOTHES AT
1TAILOR-MADE PRICES WHEN
YOU CAN GET REAL TAILOR-
MADE CLOTHES. MADE HERE
AT HOME. EXCLUSIVE PAT-
TERNS AND GUARANTEED TO




News and Notes of *poi b
Id Walsh, the Chicago American
club's great spit-ball pitcher and the
lad wno is isiven the main 'credit for
the showing the White Sox made last
sealon, was educated in Scranton. Pa.,
the home of the illustrious Bill Coug-,
lin, of the Detroit team.
The school which the Chicago twir-
ler attended is still presided over by
the same old gentleman who once
taught Ed his A, B, C's, and when
Walsh by his masterly pitching last
summer was made the 'subject of
much comment by the papers, his
fame was at last brought to the no-
tice of his former leacher,who is spo-
ken of as a veritable bookworm, and
not at all familiar with the fine
points of the greatest American game
of baseball.
When this learned Person was told
of how hits former pupil was engaged
in making baseball history by reason
of hie cleverness in throwing the spit
ball, the aucient pedagogue seemed tq
awaken to the point of taking notice
for he said in his slow, even tones:
"A great spit-ball thrower is Ed.
eh? Well, it must be the result of
early practice, as he threw many a
, one at tne."
Howard Wilson, the "speedless
pitcher." who played in Washington
t, couple of we ago, is in the watch
and clock business with his father in
Philadelphia, and one day young
Jack Kniglit, the Philadelphia high-
school boy, who was then a member
of the Athletics. Thought he needed a
watch, and decided that the shop kept
by the Wilsons was a good place to
buy one; so he asked Rube Waddell
to accompany him and to act as a
sore of referee in the matter. The vi-
vacious Waddell was willing to go
along and when they reached the es-
tablishment of the Wilson's, Howard
made himself agreeable by showing
bins around town.
A peculiar-kwking (loci° happened
to catch Waddell't toe, and he asked
••1111.= I  mm
!t--- A listasasry Distinction.
(Youth'.Compoui on . )
Mr., Motley had a dog that he val-
ued highly, but the animal was a
terror to the neighbors on ,accoune
of it. having a ettarrelsnme &epos
sitiois and an unfortunate tendency
to use its teeth on human beings as
well as on four-footed creatures of
it. owls kind They had frequently
asked him to keep the dog muzzled.
but he had refused Fnally they I 80,h:
laid the case before the authorities, could see with his eye* closed-
whereupon an ofiirer called. Josh: "He probably looked eut
"There hay been a good deal of of his eye teetb."—lletr,,it Free
complaint about your dog. Ms. Hips. press.
ley." he said, "And I am afraid we „
shall have to ask you to put a muz-
zle on hint"
"But I dosit believe in puzzling
dogs?" he answered with aome beat.
"I think the poet is right wwhen he
gars:
"'Let dogs delight to bark and bite
For God Sae made them so.'"
"Yes," rejoined the officer, who,
fortunately was poleeessed of a
sense of humor. "but he doesn't say
we should delight tii let them bark
and bite."
hfe. 'Epley saw the point and
yielded.
some question about it. "That clock"
explained Wilson, will run three years
without winding."
"Great Scott!" exclaimed Waddell,
"Thee years without winding. How
long would it run if you were to wind
it?
A number of the Chicago players
were talking the other night about
the dangerous state of affates in the
Windy City, the bold "hold-ups" ap-
pearing to be so murteroin now as to
excite tut little comment. Runny Cal-
lahan, who was one of the group, was
-telling about the time that +Gen De-
Montreville was the victim of a hold-
up affair, in which assault the clever
second baseman was not only badly
bruised, but lost a valuable diamond
pin.
"That ain't anything," chimed in
the iteeprissible Nick Altroca, the
White Sox's star pitcher, "Why, ow'n
Billy Sullivan were held up the other
nieht. right in front of the Dearborn
Street station. Talking about nerve.
why that guy that held us up had
that brand of goods to barn."
"Tell us about it," said Fielder
jol4silly and myself were coming
along the. street." began Altrock,
"wheu a fellow comes up to us, wear-
ing a card stuck on his breast, and he
says. 'Please help the blind, yoong
gentlemen.' Bitty says to him, 'You
are playing too far off your base, essy
friend. How, if you are blind, did
you know we were young gentle-
menr
"The fellow," went on Anemic,
'blushed, stammered and finally apol-
ogized by shooting this at the pair
of us, 'Excuse me, I meant help the
deaf a n edam b ' "
Big Sant Thompson, who got back
into the game for a short time list
summer. but who in former years,
when a member of the famous "Big
Four" was a crackajack player and a
_
St U II it it U ft tt tttIlt
WITH THE WITS a








The new series of postage stamps
to be issued by the United States
this year vri3 be a great departure
from the etampe to which letter
wriliare hre 'aceuetcarkd. 'Hitherto
similar stamps have been used all
over the country, and there • has
been no means of determining from
what office they have been told to
consumers. All this will be changed
under the new system and every
poetolfice at the land will receive due
credit for the amount of positig
stamps it sena which is the
basis upon which the bnsiness of the
office can be estimated.
The new postage stamps of ogee
wit bear the name of the city and
state in which they are sold, and it
will make no difference in what part
of the country they are used, the
city of their origin will hate the
credit foe. their 'ate.
PoStage stamp in the past have
prnved exceptionally negotiable plun-
der for the lightoingered gentry. The
Chicago poetriffice, a little while ago
was robbed of nearly $too,00n worth
of stamps of small denominations,
and no trace of the perpetrators wae
ever discovered.
With each gummed piece of pa-
per iti inenimatc detective, by the
mean, ot the name of the city of
its origin, it is scarcely possible that
a thief could 90 completely cover
hie tracks in disposing of his booty.
Bryan in New England.
Hartford. Crime. Aiwa 18.--C°I1-
necticut, which is the home of the
New England Progressive Deomerat-
ic league, is receiving a two-clays'
'visit from Willtani J. Bryan, which
the Nebraska leader will follow up
with a speaking tour of all the New
England states. The fact that Mr.




" - New York
The /Omer.
"I knew a man "ace who
A Problem.
Mr.. Parke' "I se that \Inv Von
Cobb has been abandoned by her
husband."
Parke: "What shall we do? Send
her congratulations"- life.
Oat What He Wanted.
Weary Walker: -Say, did sea ever
lesee your anomie?"
Hungry Ilawkes: "I did onct. One
day a kind lady gev me a square
meal an' fur ten or fifteen trimmers
after it I didn't care fnr food at all."
—Philadelphia Press
Perversity.
"1 wanted to name the kid Henry
James, but my wife objected.'
"Well?"
"We compromised on James Ilene
-Louisville cotsrier-Jonrnal.
Ilffsmod Her.
-How is inter afternoon bridge
club coming on?'
'Oh, very poorly. Dear Mrs. Gab-
bier has left us."
"Bat I thought she, was an strew- ,
;ewe player?"
"Yev, she is. But then she always
had so =My delicious stories to




The -hip bearing Taft toi Cuba had
arrived in the harbor.
"But will the Island: stand it?:
they asked.
To be on the safe side, four car-
load, of stone were dumped on the
other end of the island Taft was MONEY CAUSES
slugger of high degree, was a green
country boy, working at his trade of
carpenter in a little Indiana town,
when he was signed by the manager
of the Indianapolis team, which was
then in the National league.
Sam's wages as a carpenter were
$1.50 a day, and at the end of his first
two weeks' pay with the Indianapolis
club hi3 terrific batting and clever
fielding had won for him so great a
reputation that his manager decided
to give him as much salary as any
men on the team. Ball players' sal-
aries in those day's were modest com-
pared with what they now are, yet to
Thompson the amount of money
passed to him by the manager seema
tat so inunense that he could not be-
lieve it was anything but some kind
of a joke that was being played on
him. Finally, convinced that the
money was really his, it is claimed
he turned to the manager and said,
at thetsarne time holding the wealth
'ii hie horny hand: "See here, cap,
rather be paid by the week or
ti' month, for I'm afraid if you make
ree take the whole season's salary
Way I'm liable to lose some of
Speaking of Thompson recall* the
game that Philadelphia won from
Cincinnati when, at the same time,
the latter club made nine hits to the
Phillies none. It came about after
the following manner: Ed Crane
was pitching for the Reds and Buff-
ington was doing the same for the
Phillies. Every inning the Reds
would mate a hit, while the Millie:
were powerless to get a safe bingle
And yet they won the game after all,
for in the last half of the ninth in-
ning Sam Thompson got his base on
an error by Crane, stole second and
brought home the only run in the
game by long flies to the outfield by
Clements and Larkin. This is spok-
en of as being one of the most pecu-





Arthur Zimmerman, of yas Frank-
lin avenue, west side, a young man
who was burned by tar and to whom
surgeons gave new eyelids by skin
grafting, was able to leave St. Mar-
garet's hospital, where the operation
, was performed, yesterday afternoon.
The operation proved successful,
and after being unable to close his
eyes for •cveral menthe, the pa-
gigot Is now able to perform the





Notre 'Jame university v5 South
Bend at Notre Dame, lad
Davidson College vs. Washington
and Lee at Lexington, Va.
Beloit college vs. Northwestern
University at Beloit, Wis.
Bloomsburg Norma/ vs. I.ebanon
Valley college at Bloomsburg, Pa.
University of Minnesota vs. North
Side High school at Minneapolis.
University of Michigan vs. M. .k.
C. at Lansing, Mich.
Louisiana State university vie Ma-
rion Institute at Marion, Ala.
Gettysburg college vs. Villa Nova
college at Villa Nova, Pa.
Georgia Tech. vs Sewanee at At-
lanta, Ga.
Indiana State university vs. State
Normal at Terre Haute, Ind.
University of Oklahoma Y, Baker
University at Norman, Okla.
NVa-ke Forest college ve. Roanoke
college at Wake Forest. N. C
Purdue University set Dc Pauw
University at Lafayette, Ind.
Missouri State university vs. Wash-
ington university at St. Louis, Mo.
George Washington university vs.
Fordhani college at Washington, D.
Tufts college vs. Brown university
at Medford, Mass.
St. John's college vs. Dickinson col-
lege at Carlisle, Pa.
Mercer university vs. Atiburs at
Ilifaverm,
thee altowed to land.— filwatikee
Sentinel.
THREE ARRESTS.
Man Who Had Negroes Arrested for
I 
CONGRESSMAN PLEADS 




Chicago, April le.- A plea for the Louisville, April 17.—William Kent
perpetuation of states' rights was worth. uho claims he is from Phila-
made last night by Congressman delphia, wee arrested yesterday by
Winfield S. Flanwnond of Minnesota Detectivre Sexton and Brown,
in a talk at the twelfth annual ban- r charged with r obtainieg money by
quet of the Holland Society of Chi- !false pretenses.
It is alleged that he -secured $131.t.io
from the United States Express com-
pany by representing himself as Oli-
ver Lester, advance man for Barnum
& Bailey, to whom the money had
been forwarded.
A peculiar feature of -the case is
that Kentworth claims to have been
robbed of the money which he is
said to have obtained and last night
caused the arrest of two negroes at
make ten extended visite to this set- possible," he said. "When it comes the Fourteenth-:meet station. He
tiorr of the country within as many to resoilating insura.race and child la- said they took the packages of 
money
months is tbougnt to he the frireruto bor, why should we run to Washing- when he removed them from 
his
"er of 111 .°11mit • political devel6P- ton die minute anything is wrong 
pocket to look for some papers. Nee
comes having a bearing on the na- We are becoming a little too pater- ease was made in the p
olice cotat to-
oalietic." day and they were dismissed.tional campaign of next' year. e
calm. Mr. Hammond took a covert
thrust at President Roosevelt by de-
claring that "in view of recent
events one might be led to believe
that the legislative department of
the federal government had become
well nigh extinct."
The speaker's subject e-a' "The
Sovereign State.'
"It is t thing bred in us to have
the government as close to us an
ALbIIUduaSES I
AT Whiff HOUSE
PRESIDENT HOLDS A CONFER-
ENCE, PLANNING TO COR-
RAL BALLOTS.
Kansas Political Exhorter is to Man-
age Campaign for the
Black Vote,
Vii;tishington, April ta--President
Rdasevelt held a conference today
with W. T. Veriton, the negro regis-
ter of the treasury, and with two
negro bishops, Grant and Gaines, of
the African Methodist church, the
purpose being to launch a campaign
among the negroes of the country
against the influences which arc
seeking to alienate the negro vote
from Roosevelt.
The chief result of the conference
was the formal designation of Vcr-
ti ii, oho is (tom Ohl.aiisae, a, cam-
paign :teenager -0 corral the black
vuts.
The two bishops are negro leaders
in Georgic They are keen for
Roosevelt and can do much to ex-
tend the president's political power
among the church-going negroes.
The vote in the southern states
in the next national republican con-
vention promises to play a conspic-
uous part in the campaign.
Would Offset Influences.
The work by Vice President Fair-
banks and Senator Forakir's spec-
tacular spousal of the cause of the
negro troops in the Brownsville affair
have done much to attract the sym-
pathies and support of the negro
vote to those "reactionary" candi-
dates.
In spite of the Booker Washington
dinner, President Roosevelt has not
been particularly popular among
southern negroes.
The president now realizes that. it
possible, the southern negroes must
be enlisted ,behind him, so that their
strength can be counted on for him
or for a matt of his selection. fie








Washington, Atnl 18.—When the
speech of Congressman 011ie James.
of Kentucky, was reached on the pro-
gram of thc Brooklyn Democratic
cleb's banquet last night, President
Nfoynahln introduced him to the
,asteenee as "Congressman OUie
Testi." Nearly everyone noticed. the
error, and the congressman was
greeted with smiles as he nine,
laughing, to speak. 11/1 speech, like
thc others, was more about the pres-
ent great democrat, Bryan, than the
past great democrat. Jefferson.
THREE CASES OF
SLOP FEEDING.
Milk Inspection Committee Will
Make Report on Offending
Dairymen.
April i's. —The Milk In
spection committee visited fifteen
dairies in the west end and the south-
eastern part of the city yesterday
"We found most of the dairies in
good condition," said Dr. M. K. Allen,
city health officer. "but three were
feeding distillery slop to Cows. The
propriet irs claimer! 'hat the cows to
which 'lap was I.•.•ieg fed had been
sold to butchers. who had not called
for the stock. We took their names
and will report their cases, as the
tows were in the came sheds used
for much cows "
ONE YEAR SINCE
THE 'FRISCO QUAKE.
Yesterlay a Holiday in California
City Devastated by the
Elements.
. San Francisco, April 18.---The ob-
servance of the first anniversary of
the earthquake and great fire which
laid San Francisco in ruins on the
18th of last April, began last night
with a charity fete at the Hotel
Fairooant. Thursday, the actual
anWversary, has been declared a
municipal holiday by the board of
suOervisors, and this evening
there will be a notable dinner given
by the Merchants' aseaciatioe at the t
Fairmount.
GREEK STATUE TOO RISQUE
High School Authorities Decide
Apollo Beividere Must Be
Draped.
Danbury, Conn., April te.—The
high school autherities have ordered
that two fine copies of the old Greek
etates--the Apollo Belvidere and the
discus thressea—Zat: tiiiipe41 of
destroyed. The status were provided
by students to adorn the fine hall
and are termed by the authorities








Mystic Shrine and German Bap-
tis Brethren, April ,25th to May




June 8th to 15th, limit August
31st; round trip ti6o.so.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April 19th to November 3oth--15
days-423.75. Coach excursions
on special dates—Sitio° every








VERNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
Office 525 1-2 Broadway.




Will practice in all courts Of
Kentucky.
DR. W. C. EITBANIES,
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway. Phone 120.
Residience, 8io Broadway. Phone 149
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : Kentucky.




J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOITRNOY ct REED,
Lawyers.








Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth,
Old Phone, Office, 175.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
, Take care of your secret life .and




several hundred people as Ca
lloway lhg-
comity is thick with lodges of this
...WA. AT THEFTS wan UP. order.
• " 1 The Path:cal:arse, gn -down in the
Prosecutor at Ettansatille. SO* morning
 and return in the evening.
Walker is Not Alone in GAL New °Ewers Preside.-
-zeugma Last evening the Elks lodge held
a-ea-awl-111e, Ind., April TR.—Dcpitty f
irst meeting ,w4t.h the new corps
142Osectrffint Xtibtney 0. R. Leitrim of officers in charge, it 
being thc in-
in lais speech to the jury here t
oday itial gathering following induction of
In the caste of former County Tree
s- the officers.
erer John P. Walker, charged wi
th The hospitality of the Elks it be-
.the ettilatoztenient of county funds, mg partaken of by the la
dies of the
eiaid that Walker was not th
e only city and many can be found at the
handsome building each Thursday
enjoying the many conveniences ar-
ranged. The lodge has thrown op
en Gives woregsg,e for $10000,000.
the sumptuous quarters to the wo- Terre Haute, Ind., 'April t8.---A
guilty M217 He intimated that others
high np in asithority were guilty and
mould hare their day in court
. good. place ap rest. 426 B
read-
way, . -
"Tea much time ia nested ity-the
women fixing their bats and arrang-
ing their hair before the looking
glasses.' explained one of the public-
rioter)! assistants,
"We are robbed of our .God-given
right to take a look and see bow our
hats are wades ear beads," declared
one of the indignant women em-
Pir,Ye‘.
With the abolition of the mirrors
go the calendars in the greet print
shop. Employes, it was alleged, toed
up too much government time in
looking at the calendars.
men of the city each Thureday, and




The Knights of Pythias in this end
of the state hold a district meeting
April aa at Fulton, and nmay Padu-
cah brethren will go down, returning
the following day.
Walk Away With Prize.
The Mechanicsburg lodge of Odd
Fellows of this city expects to walk
away with t'he prize to be offered on
April 26th for the subordinate body
having the largest number of mem-
bers in proportion to the total mem-
bership, in the parade to he given
during the interatate (Mc, Feltows'
association meeting at Metropolis.
During these annual sessions of
the insterstate association a hand-
snore prite is ahvays given that lodge
 e-nastes having the largest number of mereaI
here in the parade, in proportion to
the total membership of the lodge.
The 'Mechanicsburg lodge has fifty
members, being the newly otuanized
body that was instituted last ye
ar
ifor the benefit of the members re-
siding in the Southern portion of the
... _city. Arrangements have been ma
de
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evary Incither to go to Met
ro's.
NAVAL DEMONSTRATION.
French Warships Menacing Mo
roc-
can Coast at Mogador.
Tangier, -Morocco, April t
8.—A
menacing French naval 
demonstra-
tion is taking place off 
Niostailor and
the general situation is gra
ve owing
to the resentment of 
the Moors over
the French occupation of 
Oudja. Na-
tive' opinion is unanimo
us that
France is seeking to pick 
a quarrel
with Morocco in order to make
 Fur-
ther annexation of territory
. In the







NEW DEPAtiTMENT WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN
MAY APPEAR IN PADUCAH
For the accommodation of tho
se
who have bought Kodaks from us 
and
are not prepared to do their
 own de-
veloping and printing we have made
arrangements with Miss Bernice
Greif, who has had long experience
in photography % to conduct th
is de-
partment. Films developed and prints
made pi omptly and at a special 
price.
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WANTED—A good cook, at good




*ming baby bCggst Rini old 
phone
`tprya.
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Se
w
enth and Broadway. Apply to B
. Li
Scott
FOR SALE OR RENT—Residence
corner Twenty-first and Broadway.
Apply to Dr. W. J. Bass.
Call on Mrs. Eugene 'Wilson 
for
fashionable dressmaking at 716 
Jef-
ferson street. Old 'Phone tan.
FOR RENT- -Eight-room hcas
e,
corner Ninth and Clark. Will be
 va-
cant after May 1st. Old phone ISO.
l'he best scenes, the ca
tchiest





THE CHAUTAUQUA ASSOCIAT TON IS WOR
KING HARD TO
GET RIM TO SPEAK HERE, aND MR. SHA
W ANNOUNCES
THAT THE PROSPECTS OFsECURING HIM AR
E EXCEED-
INGLY BRIGHT—BIDS WILL BE TAKEN FOR
 HUGE AUDI-
TORIUM THAT WILL BE CONSTRUCTED) IF 
IT DON'T
COST TOO MUCH.
Prospects are glowing for a visit
here by Hon. William Jennings
Bryan this summer, as the Paducah
Chautauqua association is work,ing to
get him to come to this city during
the twelve day*" meet and deliver an
address. He is one of the world's
greatest orators and spoke her ten
years ego while out stumping the
cotnetry in the interest of his candi-
dacy for the presidency.
During a meeting of the chau-
tauqua promoters yesterday morning
with Preaident George C. Wallace
several committees made reports.
one being to the effect that the pr
o-
gram workers are laboring hard to
, get Mr. Bryan through Mr. Shaw
,
!who gets up tha ieatures for the di!-
ferent chautauqua' lie superintends
the country over. He writes that the
chances of securing Mr. Bryan for
his circuit are bright, and something
definite would shortly be known in
this regard.
The Wonitit's club will this SUM-
itivr have charge of the refrethment
stands on the chautauqua grounds
and a: the receipts are somethins
enormous. the club women will reap
many dollars to go towards the fun'
out of which they have bought a
nd
:ire now reNaristructing their toridine•
on Kentucky avenue near Sixth
street.
It has been definitely decided to
sive the chautauqua again tnis year
at Wallace park. The driving club
wanted it at the old i'a.r grounds this
side of the park. but that plot is too
level, as water stands for days after
a rain and cannot he gotten lid of.
The park Reminds are rolling and
good drainage exists.
The promoters cif the festival will
at once get bids from the contract-
ors to construct a large frame ;tali-
torium building Soxizo, with .a seat-
ing capacity of 2,000. It is believed
the building can be erected at a raa-
sonable figure and if the bids evi-
dence this the contract will be award,
ed and work started so as to have it
completed by June 12. On which da
te
the entertainment opens and lasts for
the ensiling twelve days with spec:al
features each morning. af•ernoon anc,
'evening.
The chautauqua peoplc •vilSdo thi.
year as they did last sunsmer, g
et
everybody to take !casein ticbets at a
certain price, and in this manner,
long before the opening -late arrives,
there is guaranteed more than
enough to pay the expenses ei the
affair
•
ENGINES, BOLLS AND PUMPS
Structural Iron for buildings; Machine
ry and Boilers Re-
paired; Mill and Steamboat Supplies; 
Heavy Steam Hammer
Forging.; New Work Our Specialty; Seco
nd Hand Machinery
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machine
ry and Gas Engines
Works Salesroom and 0 ffice First and Ken
tucky avenue.
V JACKSON FOUNDRY 4116 MAC/Mt-to-
••••••
WANTED—Bilious people to use 
I uNVEILING
Soule's Liver Capsules. R. 
W
WALKER, CO., Fifth and Broad-
way. CEREMONIES
Fred Schmidt has fine pastu
re,
.• g ood fence and spring water 
and pre-
, pared to pasture horses or 
cows safe- 1
ly. Old phone 929-4. 1 woonmEN OF 
THE WORLD
 HAVE AFFAIR AT ALMO.
.1.0STs-Roarid pin a ith blue 
enam-
aledloacct aet with brilliants at
wilt& on Third between Wa
shing-
..
ton and Third streets and 536 
South
Third. Return to Register and
 re-
, . ceive reward
es o WANTED FOR U.. S. . 
ARMY—
Able-boded unmarried men betwe
en
. ages of 21. and 35. citizens of 
United
States, of good character anti te
m-
perate habits, who can speak, 
read
and write English. For informati
on
CALLOWAY COUNTY.
Many Ladies Are Visiting the Elks'
Clubrooms Each Thursday.
Enjoying Hospitality.
ohs and take part in the gathering
where will assemble Odd Fellow.
from all over Western Kentucky and
Southern Illinois.
The Mechanicsburg lodge has a
spirited mcniber,Iiip contest now on,
the body being divided into sides.
each of which is trying to gather
t in more new members than their op-
' pnnets. Whichever side wins the
losers play waiters to them at a ban-
' atset to be served wwlien the contes
t
closes the last of June. It is ex-
pected to run the membership up to
Mr J. NV. Helsley, the district or- '
ganizer for the Woodmen of the
World, and many other Paducah
members of this order, will go out
to Almo. Calloway county. Sunday. t,
a ! to Recruiting Officer. 
New
Carry your wife and children to
the Tennessee Electric Theater this!
evening. They will enjoy the show..
DENIED MIRRORS; WON=
PRINTERS MAY STENCIL
Mutiny Threatened, F Mau-
Richmond Hotiets Padticah, Ky. Veilittg, to be con
ducted at the gtave 
date in Government
 of the late Mr. J. E. Alexander. der- I. hington, D C., April tR. —A
Expert Aecountant. ing life a mail 
carrier and member Wa‘
Witt post, examine, systematize 
and of the order who died some months
audit books by the day, week or 
the
jab. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D. SMITH, Room tot, N
o.




Quite an elaborate pro
grammi4
with many touching and affecting
features ha, been arranged and the
prospecta are for an assemblage of
strike of the hundreds of women em-
ployed in the government printing
office may be looked for owing to
their indignation over the ceder of
Public Printer Stilling; directing the
removal of all mirrors in the build-.
mortgage for Slog:moo° given by
the Terre Haute, Indianapolis and
Eastern Traction company to the Fi-
delity Tried company of Philadel-
phia, was filed here today. The nowt-
,
:1 (;-.)
Ready for Your Spring Suit?
nN Splendid time to pick it out. The spring rush for new clothes will
-21 soon set in and everybody will want everything right away. Make
your selection now, while there is yet plenty of time to please your-
self thoroughly and :get a good season's wear out ot your suit.
THERE' NO CLOTHING BETTER IIIAN OURS
We handle the kind of clothes that will convert the "tailor-made fellow" into a rein* Potreo&
All the new fabrics are here and the cut of Our garments shows every correct iden—vrorired con
to perfection.
Suits at $10.00, $12.50, $15100, $18.50, $22.50
Prices count for nothing, however, unless you ace the Puits at 
the price. That tells the awry_
THE ONLY CLOTHING STOKE








SUPT. COBOURN GOT HESS
YESTERDAY W/TH HIS
MTN.
Commence Digging Trenches For
New Second Street Improves
mem Today.
Superintendent Cobourn of the
Nesaphis Asphalt & Paving company,
arrived yesterday morning with his
assistants, and this morning expects
, to start his men to work diipritse the
trenches along South First street for
the storm water sewerage mains to
be placed under that thoroughfare.
He bad telegraphed that he could
ack come here instil next Monday to
start the work, but things shaphd
themselves quicker than anticipated
and he is now here ready to begin
the undertaking. He will lay the
sewer piping from Broadway to
Washington first, aod after that will
tear up the gravelistreet and side-
wars, and replace them with brick
and concrete paving.
The Illinois Ceotral rat/rood peo-
ple bare gotten their Picot strata
tracks torn up and out of the way of
the contractor, letto will not be de-
layed from this, source at all. It will
take several weeks, to get fbe sewer-
age doss-n, when the strect and side-
walk work will be commenced.
Superintendent Cobourn believes
the two blocks be finished by
the Ind of June.
The singing at the Tennessee Elec-
t tric Theatre
 is one of the best fem-
urs of that up-to-date place of amuse-
ment. •
Trials are to build as, not to
break tn.
gage bzars interest at 5 per cent. It Faith 
for the future is
covers :nterurban lines, hop
e of man.
the undying
ENTIRE N ATI ON
AWAITS ADVENT.
Tours of Sovereigns Attended by
Great Dem000tradons. Vic-
toria's Strength Failing.
Madrid. Aped 114.—The young k nu
and quern of Spain are following an
old Spanish custom by paying daily
round of visits to the churches of
Madrid, preying for the welfare of
the fount heir to the throne, to
whose advent the whole nation IS
looking fermrd.
The sovereigns are received under
a pain= at the entrance to each
church, accept holy water and ad-
vance to the altar, where they kneel
and offer up their prayers. Tbe re-
ligious ceremonies preceding the
birth of the heir have been so many
they have seriously taxed the queen's
strength.
The daily round of the youthful
rulers is one long ovation They
leave the palace in an open carriage,
accompanied by a small military
guard. As they drive through the
streets they are recipients of many
cheers and salutations, and both king
and queen are kept ciOnstantly hon-
ing and
to 426 BrO2dw2V
I C. BACK TAX
CASE 13 THROWN
OUT CV COURT.
Eno* SW* ass lima Dismisses
Passes lisonspoir Adios.
- -
Speingfield. III., April IR The Wi-
nos. supreme court today threw
Illinois Central railroad $5.000ABIP NP
back an case out of court
The court denied the attorne) gen.
cral... plea that the suit sleets
state's revenue and permitted him
lo withdraw the NM Maid MI he
Med at once in a circuit court, prob-
ably in Sangamon county.
The suit was started in the su-
preme court in the hope that it sighs
be heard there at owe sail &vnip.
save the long trial in the lower courts
and final appeal to the supreme wort
The suit is based on the ides that the
Illinois Central has not bees para.
Into the state treasury seven per sent
of all its eartiiii.
It was admitted that some of the
judges believed the court had sage-
nal juriseketiou, but the majority be-
lieved otherwise. The decision of
the court means that a final adjudica-
tion is delayed' eiglatien menthe or
iwo year..




We are showing thousands of postal cards that are erectly the think
when you want to drop a line to your friends. We show Feather
Cards Celluloid Cards, Leather Cards, Embossed Cards, jewel
Cards, Tinsel Cards, ale& everything that is new and attractive i
n
the postal card line.
D. E. Wuso... musk manBOOk
At, Harbour's Department Store
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE, REAL
MADEWATER C 0 A L PITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
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